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ABSTRACT 
!

 This thesis examines the discourse(s) of crisis in the Parsi diaspora. Treating crisis as a 

common variable, rather than a singular and unique event across various Parsi communities, I 

investigate the dimensions of crisis that bind separated Parsi communities in anxiety through a 

shared language, cultural experience, and historical memory. Turning first to India and then 

Hong Kong as my case studies, I analyze “crisis,” that has often been identified in terms of 

demographic decay or postcolonial decline, in the context of more subtle debates around racial 

purity and trust funds. Crisis, for the Parsi diaspora, while indicating a critical moment in the 

present, also serves to reveal the underlying and pre-existing socio-economic and cultural 

tensions in the communities. Relying largely on life-story interviews, online blogs and articles, 

and archival work, I portray the crisis not as a unique and sporadic event, but rather as one of 

continuity and complexity, albeit manifesting each time in different and unique guises, that 

continues to disrupt as well as unite the Parsi diaspora today.  
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Modern Anthropologists are oddly like Parses, and they share with this stalwart but 

struggling community the capacity to harangue themselves into irrelevance. Like the 

Parses, to the degree that they live within the historical constraints of their past 

ambitions, with nostalgia or with anger, they suffer; but in refashioning themselves to the 

new historical rarities they flourish.  

!
~ Tanya Luhrmann 
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INTRODUCTION !!!
 On July 17th 2013, Time Magazine published an article on the Parsi community titled, 

“In Hong Kong, A Once Prominent Community Faces Demise.” To the foreign eye, the story told 

is that of a dying community, confronted with the loss of former glory and faced with a political 

reality in which dwindling numbers could ultimately render the community obsolete within a few 

years time. The Parses, I was to find, played an integral part in the founding of this global city, 

cementing their legacy in the physical landscape of Hong Kong. A walk through the city’s 

Central district wipes away the years of decay and reveals a Kotewall Road, a Parekh House, and 

a Ruttonjee Hospital, settings that Parses once molded to their liking and consequently thrived in. 

The Parses of today, however, are presented in a much different light. “Threatened,” 

“insignificant” and “self- effacing,” the article describes them. In a city of increasing numbers, a 

community of two-hundred like the Parses have found themselves increasingly marginalized in a 

city where they once occupied a central position. They have as a result, shaped into a tight-knit, 

albeit isolated, community. The extraordinary changes experienced by the community in recent 

years have been a source of great and growing anxiety for the community in Hong Kong. With 

the present conditions unpromising and the future uncertain, many believe it is a matter of time 

before their legacy and numbers die out. 

 The article, and its emphasis on communal crisis as I was to find, is no foreign concept to 

the global Parsi community, which in past decades, has increasingly dealt with questions of 

demographic decline, loss of status, and the deterioration of ethnic identity. These concerns have 
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erupted into a discourse of decay amongst the Parsi community - between heads of diasporic 

groupings, Zoroastrian Priests, and community members alike. In the article’s wake, I was soon 

to come across letters, other news articles, and publications, and listen to conversations in which 

contemporary Parses speak of a dying community and attack themselves as inadequate - 

inadequate as Indians, inadequate as Parses, and inadequate as a diaspora. As early as the 1930s, 

the Parses had commissioned a report titled “A Report to the Sir Ratan Tata Trustees on 

Problems Affecting the Parsee community.” Studies such as these have continued to appear 

through the years, with the most recent being the Jiyo Parsi campaign that outlines the problems 

faced by the community regarding low reproduction levels and infertility. In the way of the 

diaspora, the anxiety that erupts from one community is reflected and shared by another, passing 

from one kin to the next, from Bombay to London, until it eventually consumes the entirety of 

the Parsi global network.  

 This thesis examines the network of crisis that has proliferated correspondingly in the 

scattered communities of the Parsi diaspora. Treating crisis as a common variable, rather than a 

singular and unique event in each community, as has been done in past scholarship, I investigate 

the common threads of crisis that bind separated Parsi communities in anxiety together through a 

shared language, cultural experience, and historical memory. Turning first to India and then 

Hong Kong as my selected case studies, I observe the manifestation of crisis through insiders’ as 

well as outsiders’ views, which in turn result in a conversation of crisis that is multi-layered in 

meaning and representation. Ultimately tracing the crisis through social networks within and 

across continents, I portray the crisis of the Parsi diaspora not as a unique and sporadic event, but 
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rather as one of continuity and uniformity, albeit manifesting each time in different and unique 

guises that continue to disrupt as well as unite the Parsi diaspora today.  

* * * * 

 When I first came across the article by Time’s reporter Anjani Trivedi, I was curious as to 

the kinds of people the Parses were. I had heard of the community briefly in passing, introduced 

first perhaps by my Indian friends in college, and then later more clearly by the author Amitav 

Ghosh in his book, Sea of Poppies. I was to then come across many legends and folklores that 

glorified the Parses as an ancient and historical people. As the story goes, the first Parses as we 

have come to know them, descended from a long line of Persian Zoroastrians who, as victims of 

religious persecution, fled in the thousands from Iran and set sail for India in the 8th century A.D. 

There, they made a home for themselves and became agriculturalists before becoming traders 

with the arrival and commercial influence of the British in India. By the 17th century, the Parses 

had set up an intimate trading relationship with the East India Company that propelled them to 

various regions, far and wide. Because of their vast and expansive movement, the scattered Parsi 

communities have come to be known by historians and scholars as a diaspora, one that first 

emerged through catastrophic origins and then later expanded through the pursuit of trade. From 

India to Singapore, and Melaka to Zanzibar, the Parses extended their diaspora into “an 

interrelated net of commercial communities,” as the scholar Philip Curtin would remark, and 

maintained their solidarity through “a common commercial culture and religion.”   1
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 The great and grand narratives that describe the Parses in the past stand in stark contrast 

to the discourse of decline that tends to represent the global Parsi community of today. As the age 

of empire came to a close, a dramatic shift in power relations reversed the status and disturbed 

the composition of the Parsi community first in Bombay, and then among its kin worldwide. 

Many prominent scholars of the Parses have come to mark the start of Parsi decline as 

synonymous with that of the end of the British Empire. The departure of the British in the 1950s, 

with whom the Parses largely identified and revered, left many feeling “marginalized in a 

postcolonial world, with an aching sense of a loss of status, of culture genius, [and] of their 

historical moment,” as anthropologist Tanya Luhrmann has remarked; her work, in turn, being 

rooted in the great post-colonial voices of Frantz Fanon and Homi Bhabha, a Parsi himself, 

whose scholarship paved way to the conception of the postcolonial subjects’ anxious “not quite/

not white”  identity.  But to say that the contemporary crisis of the Parsi community is singularly 2

a product of the British departure and the emergence of a post-imperial world is not without its 

blind spots; other factors must be brought to light to share the burden of the crisis. As of recently, 

other explanations have been proposed to make sense of the Parsi discourse of crisis. Some 

scholars, like historian John Hinnells, have come to define contemporary Parsi social anxiety as a 

byproduct of shifting global and economic conditions. Scholar Rita Joshi followed suit and 

argued that Parsi social anxiety lies in the traumatic impact of “cultural pluralism, globalization, 

and neocolonial forces of oppression.”  For the past few decades, scholarship has taken part in 3

this back-and-forth debate, vacillating between empire-centric explanations to more 
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contemporary reasonings of the Parsi anxiety and decline. On the ground, however, a very 

different portrayal of the crisis has taken form. 

* * * * 

 In Bombay, a recent ad campaign has caught the undivided attention of the Parsi 

community. The campaign, funded by India’s Ministry of Minority Affairs, has released a 

number of advertisements with the intention of urging young and able Parses to pro-create and 

ultimately revive the Parsi population from extinction. The advertisements come at the height of 

communal discourse regarding the dwindling Parsi population. While India’s population has 

tripled in the last 60 years, the Parsi population has dropped from 140,000 to 69,000.  One such 4

advertisement, directed to Parsi men, asks, “Isn’t it time you broke up with your mom?” while 

another cracks a more erotic joke, “Be responsible. Don’t use a condom tonight.” The ad 

campaign is part of a larger project titled Jiyo Parsi (Live Parsi) which aims to tackle the Parses’ 

dwindling population through a two-pronged approach of creating awareness and providing 

fertility treatments. National campaigns such as these discuss the crisis in demographic terms. It 

is insinuated that the re-birth of a dwindling population will ultimately save the community from 

decline, with many in the community standing by the campaign. Dr. Shernaz Cama, honorary 

director of the UNESCO-funded Parzor Project (Preservation and Promotion of Parsi Zoroastrian 

Culture and Heritage), is one such individual, having publicly stated that “an increase in their 

numbers is the only way to arrest the alarming and saddening loss of Zoroastrian culture.”  In a 5

similar vein, a Bombay Parsi by the name of Shireen Havewala was documented in the blog 
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Parsi Khabar as stating, “In the past, Parses used to have large families and that can be a 

wonderful thing. While growing up, all I would hear from the elders was the constant lament: 

“We’re dying out, we’re dying out!” For Shireen, an increased population is “the solution to the 

Parsi problem.”  6

  Some in the Bombay and wider Indian community believe the “Parsi Problem” lies 

elsewhere. Parsi scholar Simin Patel speaks passionately against the Jiyo Parsi campaign: “I am 

opposed to the premise of the program; I see it as a state-sponsored system of breeding racially 

pure children. Studies have shown that our demographic decline is terminal, nothing can be done 

to reverse it, except give up on racial purity.”  To her, the demographic problem stands second to 7

the community’s self-effacing obsession with racial purity which continues to dictate who is, and 

can become a Parsi, and thus, who can come to comprise the dwindling Parsi population.  

 My thesis project that ensues is an attempt to make sense of these various strands of 

arguments on crisis between separated Parsi communities in the global diaspora, as well as those 

proposed by scholars of the Parsi community. It begins with the story of crisis in Bombay, 

shaped as one of demographics and declining numbers. It then moves onto the crisis in Hong 

Kong, whereby a different set of narratives come to life on matters of a dying legacy and 

changing times. Setting foot in Hong Kong and entering conversations with Parses in India, I 

navigate my way around the discourse of crisis in each locality to identify the underlying 

problem at hand, within that setting but also comparatively. Was Hong Kong and India’s crisis 

particular to the locality and to the Parsi community there? Or did it reflect the problems 
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experienced by other Parsi communities abroad, and with each other, that further bound separate 

localities together in a discourse of decline? In other words, how do Hong Kong and India 

contribute unanimously to the discourse and how do they stand apart?  Based on my comparisons 

of the two, I will then present these crises in conversation with one another, portraying the 

discourse of crisis not as a singular event, but that of a diasporic cycle of crisis production that is 

at once spatially vast, multi-layered, and historically continuous. 

* * * * 

 The findings for this thesis project have come from two localities, one that I visited and          

one that I did not. Hence, the writing produced thereafter is reported in very different forms. The 

first, accounted like that of a research paper, will be on India, on which the information gathered 

and the study portrayed is based largely on impersonal interactions with official documents, from 

legal and archival sources, to journalistic articles and newspaper clippings, that I have 

scrutinized in print and online. The result is an inter-textual piece where different voices, 

authoritative and at times informal, and scholarly spiel are put in conversation with one another, 

creating a dense dialogue around the topic of “crisis” at hand. The second form of writing 

emerges out of my personal observations in Hong Kong where, unlike India, I spent considerable 

time on the ground, within the community, and in private conversations with the Parses 

themselves; the writing thus will take on a more personal narrative style. For the distances I 

encountered in my analysis of India, I found proximity in the discourses of Hong Kong. What I 

offer then from both, albeit from different backgrounds, is held tightly in check by the 

converging voices in print, in passing and in conversation. 
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 The first chapter is a product of the impersonal narrative. Relying largely on online blogs,          

interviews transcribed by others, news articles, and video posts, I decode the conversation of 

crisis that has befallen the Parsi community in India. Framed as one of demographics, I 

investigate the debate between community members over fertility rates, reproductive schemes, 

and demographic-related predicaments, paying particular attention to what is being said in 

regards to the Jiyo Parsi Project, a campaign launched by the Parsi community to combat the 

community’s declining reproductive rates. I then shift to using the demographic crisis as a prism 

to reveal a second pre-existing conversation taking place - made visible via the crisis - between 

community members on social issues such as racial purity and cultural preservation, a 

conversation that is at once spatially vast and historically deep. I insinuate that the debates that 

emerge from this recent demographic campaign is emblematic and reminiscent of other social 

tensions in Parsi social history.  

!
 The second chapter takes the argument one step further and argues for the influence of trust          

funds in the crisis narrative. Lying at the center of the Parsi community is the Parsi Panchayat, a 

self-regulated government whose main function is to provide for the welfare of the Parsi 

community. Important to this governance is the availability of trust funds, or the large 

endowment of properties and bonds endowed to the Parsi community. Turning to trial records, 

focusing particularly on the 1909 Parsi Panchayat Case on “Parsi entitlement to community trust 

funds,” I argue that the social anxieties discovered and portrayed in the first chapter are the 

partial creation and by-product of the trial case, in which the matter of deciding membership of 

Parsi trust funds shapes the construction of Parsi identity as well as communal boundaries, an 
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issue that was met with great dispute and debate amongst community members at the turn of the 

century. The anxieties about similar social problems today - on Parsi racial purity, and cultural 

preservation - I argue, are a continuation of this particular socio-economic debate with trust 

funds at its core. In this chapter, I showcase how these same issues take on an orthodox edge, 

whereby the construction of Parsi trust funds influences the social drama of the Parsi community 

in a way that accords and benefits the Panchayat’s orthodox authority in the community, and 

ultimately opposes the reformist tide. For the purpose of this thesis, “Orthodox” stands 

particularly for those who adhere to racial purity laws, or Parsi laws, in regard to the Parses’ 

communal identity; “Parsi” being defined as an ethno-religious term. In the case of the 

demographic crisis of the Parsi population in India, orthodox Parses are known to advocate for 

reproduction only if population growth is defined by a demographic of racially pure Parses, that 

is, children born of a Parsi father. In this thesis, “Orthodoxy” is used interchangeably with 

“traditional” and “conservative.” The use of the word “Reformist” on the other hand, is used vis 

à vis the orthodox community and refers to those who advocate for a more tolerant stance of 

communal membership, whereby membership is not dictated by racial lines. In this thesis, 

“Reformist” is used interchangeably with “progressive” and “liberal.” 

!
 In the third and last chapter, which takes place in Hong Kong, I supplant the relationship          

between trust funds and Parsi social anxieties onto the Hong Kong Parsi community and back 

into the original story of crisis: this time not on demographics, but on the narrative of decay. 

Scholars and curious onlookers have in recent years defined the Hong Kong Parses, with whom I 

interacted over the course of eight weeks, as a community in decline from its position as a once 
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thriving trading community in British Hong Kong. Out of this narrative of crisis that is particular 

to the Hong Kong Parses, I showcase how the different strands of “crises” presented thus far 

come to overlap for the Parsi community there, arguing that hidden behind the talk of decay is a 

familiar debate that begins as one on the Parsi identity and leads to one about trust funds and the 

distribution of wealth. I then end the chapter by transposing these interwoven layers of crisis 

onto the Parsi community in India and onto the Jiyo Parsi Project, bringing the conversation full 

circle.  

!
 The crisis of the Parsi community, I argue, is three-fold, manifesting as a web of 

interconnected layers whereby each layer does not exceed the next in progression or relevance. 

The most visible of the layers is the crisis itself, the critical turning point or “rupture of the 

norm” in a given social setting that is at once sudden, unique, and often times, unexpected.  The 8

demographic crisis and crisis of decay of the Indian and Hong Kong Parsi communities, 

respectively, fit into this first category. As is portrayed in the first chapter, these crises often 

reveal another set of existing and underlying social tensions, another layer of crisis - in this case, 

of social issues like racial purity and cultural preservation - that precede the immediate crisis at 

hand, but that are evoked and made more visible in turbulent times of social chaos. Tied very 

closely to this layer, but standing as a separate thread, is the existence of trust funds in the Parsi 

community; its staunch presence exerting an influence and control over the discourse of crisis in 

both local and global settings. Altogether, this representation of crisis captures the entirety of the 

Parsi community’s multilayered social drama, whereby each layer is significant in and of itself, 
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but also relevant to the other layers. These three seemingly separate strands - of crisis, social 

problems, and trust funds - ultimately converge to explain the ongoing and larger Parsi 

communal anxiety that plagues both the local and global Parsi community today, a crisis that is 

not as unique as one might think or as contemporary as one might believe, but rather perpetual, 

continuous, and intimately shared between separated and disparate communities of the global 

Parsi diaspora.  

* * * * 

 The word “crisis,” rooted in the Greek verb κρίνω (krínnō) meant “to choose” “to judge,” 

“to decide,” as well as “a means of measuring one self,” and gained most relevance in the 

context of Grecian courts of law, wherein a critical moment in time requires a verdict or 

judgement passed.  In order words, “crisis” for a community of the 4th century BCE, evoked a 9

sense of civic ordering: a means of arranging chaos, rather than chaos itself.  Leaving the sphere 10

of law and entering that of medicine, the term came to take on a diagnostic meaning, describing 

the phase of an illness in which the patient either dies or lives to see another day. But toward the 

end of the 18th century, in the wake of the French and American Revolutions, the word “crisis” 

took on a more social and political meaning; the term came to express a new sense of time, 

alluding particularly to events of great, urgent, and consequential upheaval, turning points in the 

everyday course of history per se. As Thomas Paine wrote of crisis in 1776, “the War of 

Independence was no mere political or military event; rather it was the completion of a universal 
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world historical process, the final Day of Judgment that would entail the end of all tyranny and 

the ultimate victory over hell.” Crisis as we have come to know it, originates from this time. The 

kind of usage of crisis that I am interested in builds on this genealogy of crisis to emphasize 

crisis as both a decisive moment (or turning point, in and of itself) and as an active and 

consequential process. In this thesis, I have built on the minds of scholars such as Victor Turner, 

Reinhart Koselleck, and Janet Roitman to examine crisis as an opening and gateway to the  

portrayal of underlying social tensions within a community’s social structure and system, 

disclosing, in the process, that crisis is at once revealing and multi-layered. 

 To do so, I borrow first from the work of Victor Turner, who in turn borrowed from the 

German philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey. As an anti-structuralist scholar who found limitations in 

past presentations of societies through pre-determined laws and configurations, Turner turned to 

a greater emphasis on the human experience, or phenomenology - the individual and 

community’s action and processes - to make sense of pre-existing social structures and social 

systems, a turn which gave precedence to the people rather than the data at hand. This led Turner 

to borrow from Dilthey’s “structures of experience.” For Turner, the human experience is best 

captured in what he identifies as “social dramas,” or “events which occur within groups of 

persons who share values and interests and who have a real or alleged common history.”  11

Having studied the Ndembu tribe of northwestern Zambia and their chronicles of conflicts, he 

found that prolonged social dramas always revealed their accompanying social structures 

through the oppositions and conflicts that emerged from them. To Turner, the social dramas that 
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unfold have four levels. On the first level is the incident of breach whereby an “infraction of the 

norm” instigates a sudden and rupturing division between community members. In a moment of 

chaos, sides are taken and factions are formed, only to widen and spread until it consumes the 

thoughts and actions of the entire community or social sphere. When this happens, and the 

visible and striking breach can no longer be silenced, the breach becomes a crisis. 

 It is in this second phase of crisis that I take the most interest. During this time, the 

community’s growing division escalates until it surpasses the boundaries of the event of breach 

itself, and becomes, as a result, one that coincides with “the dominant cleavage in the widest set 

of relevant social relations to which the parties in conflict belong.”  As the crisis unfolds in a 12

national and global context, the social tensions between social groups that are less sudden and 

transitory, and lie below the surface of the crisis, are encapsulated and made slowly visible 

through the facade of everyday life. Some of these tensions are surprising and revelatory, while 

others are expected and familiar. This revealing of society’s underlying, deep-rooted, and durable 

tension causes its social structure and wider systems of social relations to emerge. It is in this 

phase of heavy social tensions, that power relations unfold: as Turner describes, “false friendship 

is winnowed, the limits of consensus are reached, and real powers appear from the facade of 

authority.”  Crisis then, as Turner would assert, constitutes many levels in all cultures and 13

societies.  The third and forth levels, “redress” and “reintegration,” are also explored in the Parsi 14
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communities, particularly through the portrayal of the Jiyo Parsi Project in India, outlined in the 

first and third chapter. 

 My understanding of the levels of crisis, central to my thesis argument, emerges out of 

this portrayal of crisis as a web of interconnected layers between social dramas and social 

structures. In my thesis, social dramas or “crises” as I have come to call them, are at once 

recurring - albeit in different shapes and forms - and revealing of the larger social tensions that 

exist constantly and consistently but become most visible in times of crisis. I portray the social 

structure of the Parsi community (the network between actors and social groups, the institutions 

in place, and the relation between the two) as channeled through these social dramas. Looking at 

the crisis as such also reveals the powerful presence of trust funds, central to the crisis narrative, 

but otherwise unnoticed in other scholarly work on crisis in the Parsi community. It is through 

Turner’s model of social dramas that we can understand trust funds as another dimension of the 

crisis, thus producing a more compact representation of the crisis’ entirety.   15

 Similar to Turner’s view is the work of the German historian Reinhart Koselleck, who 

conceives of crisis as a “historical concept” - an “expression of a new sense of time which both 

indicated and intensified the end of an epoch.”  Like Turner’s “phase of reintegration,” 16

Koselleck sets crisis as a historical placeholder that can induce a number of possibilities, whether 

that be “a state of greater or less permanence,” “a longer or shorter transition towards better or 
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worse,” or even towards “something different altogether.”  Crisis, then, for Koselleck, is a 17

means by which to reveal history: to locate it, to recognize it, and to comprehend it. Out of this 

particular study of crisis arises the work of anthropologist Janet Roitman, who supplants 

Koselleck’s conceptual history of crisis into a practice of the concept of crisis itself. Crisis, as 

Roitman puts it, does not merely reflect and reveal history, but reveals knowledge itself. In her 

book Anti-Crisis, Roitman uses Koselleck’s model of crisis to “enable the production of 

knowledge” - of moments of truth, causal relations, consequences, and ruptures of the norm - 

looking particularly at the 2008 financial crisis. For Roitman, crisis signifies a diagnosis of the 

present as much as it does one of the historical past. Like Koselleck and Roitman, I am more 

interested in what crisis reveals rather than in the crisis itself. My portrayal of the crises in my 

thesis is utilized as such whereby Parsi crises in India and Hong Kong illustrate the larger socio-

economical events taking place on the ground. Treating crisis as such and placing it against 

Turner’s model of social drama, underlines crisis as a multi-layered entity, as well as an 

imminent and permanent world condition. 

!!
!
!
!
!
!

!
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CHAPTER ONE !!!
Before the provocative reproductive campaign had ever manifested itself in Bombay’s Parsi 

community, the then Indian Congress-led government had initiated a one-of-a-kind program, 

funded by the UNESCO Pazor Project, to combat the Parsi community’s falling reproductive 

rate. The program, Jiyo Parsi, is, according to India’s The Tribune, “the first of its kind in the 

world where a government will intervene to stabilize the population of a listed minority whose 

numbers have fallen.”  Other population programs come to mind, like China’s one child policy 18

or even India’s own family planning scheme, which addressed the nations’ mammoth population 

by introducing reproductive plans from 1965 to 2009.  In light of these global and national 19

reproductive schemes, the state-led incentive to increase the Parsi population stands at odd with 

past trends. Its impetus remains unclear, but it has been met with great support from both the 

Indian state and Parsi community members alike. In the last seventy years, the Parsi population 

in India alone has decreased from 650,000 to 140,000, while India’s total population has more 

than tripled.  Study after study has testified to this plummeting population, the first being in 20

1948, when scholar S. Desai predicted a decline if demographic trends remained unchanged.  21

Since then, birth rates have continued to decline; for every 800 deaths, there are 200 births in the 

Indian Parsi community - much below replacement levels.  Beyond these numbers, the 22
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government found the Parses a “distinct ethno-religious minority that has made considerable 

contributions to India’s economic and social development, worthy of being saved.”   For this 23

reason and for others yet unknown, the federal government and, more specifically, the Ministry 

of Minority Affairs, have found a clear and legitimate stance to intervene. 

!
Studies released in the past decade - from state-funded projects like the National Commission 

for Minorities to Parsi-led initiatives like the Tata Institute of Social Sciences - have identified a 

number of reasons for the population crisis that has plagued the Indian Parsi community for the 

past five decades. Some experts claim that the decline in numbers is a direct result of falling 

Parsi reproductive rates: the total fertility rate amongst the Bombay Parses declined from 4.41 in 

1881 to 0.94 in 1999 (the average TFR in India being 2.4), with death rates continuing to exceed 

birth rates every year since 1955.  Others avoid demographic-pinpointing, instead faulting 24

young community members for refraining from marriage and conception; the average age of 

marriage among Parsi women is 29-30 and 31.4 years for men, while the average marital age in 

India is 22 for women and 26 for men.  Additional factors include emigration - Parses leaving 25

India for more lucrative jobs elsewhere - and intermarriage, an element which I will return to 

later in the chapter.  

!
In the wake of the recent government initiatives, studies, and hypotheses which once 

belonged to the realm of the scholarly, were quickly habitualized and turned into truths and 
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convictions embraced and discussed by the Indian Parsi community. For many Parses, the Jiyo 

Parsi Project is credited precisely for bringing scholarly talk down to the ground and into the 

crowded alleys and streets of Delhi, Hyderabad, and Bombay; the demographic problem at once 

uniting the community in concern and conversation of a wider societal problem and dividing 

them over the specificities of the crisis at hand. Young Parses in particular have been at the 

center of the debate in India, whereby older and more orthodox community members place the 

weight of reproduction on their young and able shoulders. “If we could do it ourselves, we 

would! - they urge on. The young, in turn, have taken to social media outlets and blogs, some 

even featured on international platforms like Al Jazeera and the BBC, posting either their support 

for or frustration with the campaign. Rarely, if ever before, has an issue captured the undivided 

attention of the Parsi community  - young pitted against old, Orthodox against Reformists, 

scholarly against the layman - their mutual concern spun around a crisis of declining numbers, 

reproductive rates and a reality of total extinction that has yet to meet a point of agreement or 

resolution.  

!
The incredible intensity by which Parses have come to converse about their crisis stands in 

stark contrast to Dr. Dinyar Patel’s unreserved description of the community in his 2011 talk, 

“Understanding Parsi Population Decline in India: A Historical Perspective.” In his speech, Dr. 

Patel, a Parsi himself, criticizes the Parses for their complacency against the face of communal 

crisis. He explains:  

!
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“[The Parsi community], they simply dismiss that there is a problem in the first place… Their 

attitudes, mixing sheer belief with defensiveness, are easily identifiable in some standard Parsi 

responses to the question of community demographics. They say to me: “The Parsi community, 

dying? Who’s dying? I am here and so are you?”   26

!
Since then, any reservation on the grounds of complacency has been put to rest. For the last 

two years, a very different picture has come to frame the Parsi community of India where a 

discourse of crisis has proliferated, gaining mass popularity with each passing day. However, a 

debate of this kind is not necessarily new, and examining the debate in its contemporary context 

reveals a much larger conversation rooted in historical beginnings. In the following section, I 

enter into conversations with individuals in the Indian Parsi community; I watch them debate 

among themselves over the demographic crisis, focusing particularly on their take on the Jiyo 

Parsi Project; and I observe what they communicate to each other and what is being left unsaid. I 

showcase that what really seems at the center of Parsi discourse is but at the surface of a less 

pointed but more historically fraught conversation amongst the Parses about racial purity and 

cultural preservation, a conversation that as I portray in the second chapter, has its origins in a 

trial case from 1909. In this chapter, I use the prism of the current demographic crisis to make 

sense of Parsi social division and tension that is both spatially vast and historically deep, and to 

ultimately reveal a series of other more profound, albeit less visible “crises” about what it means 

to be a “Parsi.”  Debates of this kind, borne out of this recent demographic campaign, are 

emblematic and reminiscent of past conversations that revolve around the question of the Parses’ 
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communal identity in Parsi social history; tracing it thusly reveals the patterns of social issues 

and tensions that have affected the community in the past and continue to plague the Parses 

today. In the next chapters, I connect the multi-layered debate on the Parsi community’s crisis in 

India, presented in this chapter, with the debates on crisis in other localities in the diaspora, as 

well as communities of the past, arguing that the crises, though separated geographically and 

spatially, are in fact tightly interconnected.  

!
THE JIYO PARSI PROJECT !

The Jiyo Parsi Project, first introduced in September of 2013, is the first time a government 

has presided over the affairs of a minority’s dwindling population. It is also the first time in 

recent memory that a small community like the Parses’ receives the kind of undivided and 

positive attention it once thrived under.  For the last fifty years, the Parses have felt increasingly, 27

though inexplicably, marginalized on a stage they once felt that they commanded. Anthropologist 

Tanya Luhrmann best captures this sudden perplexing change: 

!
I noticed that Parses kept querulously complaining about other Parses - particularly about 

young Parses, and particularly about their young men - and I had an eerie, embarrassed sense 

that there was something wrong with that complaint….After all, Parses had been perhaps the 

most powerful, important communities in Bombay over the last few centuries, and despite urban 

pressures, the community was still comfortably middle-class and eminent.   28
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Today, the Parses of India can boast of a lineage to the world’s oldest religious traditions, 

many of which they have culturally bestowed upon the Indian people. Despite their small size, 

they are among those who have produced the greatest influence on the subcontinent. Among 

them are the Jijibhoys, the Wadias, the Petits and the Tatas, who have all imprinted their mark 

and legacy in education, social reform, medicine, and were all together, the greatest collective 

benefactors ever to enrich India’s treasury.  Under the British Empire’s influence, their 29

ancestors, including such individuals as Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, Sir Hormusjee Naorojee 

Mody, and Sir Cowasji Shavaksha, became unparalleled in their success as merchants and self-

made industrialists through trade and commerce; they brought steel to India and Indian goods to 

China, and became the continent’s leading ship owners, propelling Indian merchandise out and 

into the world.  They were, to say the least, pioneers in colonial India, having been “foremost in 30

so many areas, all out of proportion to their demographic size.”  As the British packed up and 31

left, the Parses shifted their allegiance and committed themselves to an independent India and to 

the partition with Pakistan. But for the last few decades, the Parses of India have come to share a 

common sentiment of loss and decay; out-of-touch and living in the shadow of what many 

consider to be a glorious past. They are on the one hand faced with a fast dwindling population 

on the road to extinction, and by crossing that rubicon, face a consequential loss of identity and 

of the religious culture they so vehemently defend.   32
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The advent of the Jiyo Parsi Project, run by India’s government, comes at a time of great 

anxiety in the community, and has appeared to many Parses as a last effort to prevent the 

community from irreversible decline, promising the end of an era and the beginning of a new. 

Organized by the Ministry of Minority Affairs under the then Congress-led Party (and now the 

BJP), the Jiyo Parsi Project projects the demographic crisis as one synonymous with declining 

fertility rates. Consequently, the project provides a platform for young married Parsi couples of 

child bearing age to seek assistance with reproductive technologies, including in vitro 

fertilization and intra cyctoplasmic sperm injections, while also encouraging younger Parses (up 

to 30 years or younger) to seek infertility screening.  The campaign offers up to 25,000 rupees 33

per candidate, and has so far received up to fifty candidates, with numerous others showing 

interest.  But as the campaign approaches its first anniversary, many are wondering: has it really 34

worked?  

!
On the morning of October 8th, 2014, every Parsi on every corner and street of South 

Bombay and Malabar Hill woke up to the delightful news that a pair of twins was born to a Parsi 

woman. Delivered as if by a flock of stork, the Mumbai Mirror that day read, “City Gets 1st Parsi 

Twins Under Govt. Scheme” (see Fig.1.1). 

!
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!  

Figure 1.1. Mumbai Mirror announces birth of first Parsi twins under govt. scheme  35

!
“The entire community is delighted!” said Dadi E. Mistree, a Parsi member of the National 

Commission for Minorities; “We have been waiting for the births with bated breath.”  So 36

excited are the Parses that they then congregated in a small town in Gujarat, where members of 

the community met to celebrate the twins’ birth in what they deemed a promising start to the Jiyo 

Parsi Project. “The twins are a dream come true,” said their mother, “We had lost all hope but the 

babies have brought all the happiness in our lives. We are so thankful to the government!”  

!
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The births are the first directly linked to the government-sponsored project, but they are not 

the last. The twins have paved way to a high tide of optimism by state officials and community 

members alike, as they see in the births a stamp of approval for the project’s success. Many other 

soon-to-be mothers have also appeared in the media’s spotlight. The Wall Street Journal, for 

instance, featured its own story about a Parsi lady who conceived after having tried for a child 

for nine years, while Jiyo Parsi continues to highlight each new birth on its Facebook page. It is 

clear that the births, the first of many expected this year, have also infected a significant number 

of young Parses in the community, with numerous stepping forward to lend their support to the 

scheme, seeking assistance and sharing their own stories. Shireen Havewala and Kaiyan Mistree 

are one such couple. According to an article where they were featured in,  

!
[The couple] are not very different from other young professional couples living in Mumbai. 

[Kaiyan] is an architect and [Shireen] is a banker. They are both serious-minded 20-somethings. 

He is communicative, and she is measured; he is robust, and she is trim. They get on well 

together. They met through common friends, discovered common interests and decided to get 

engaged. But, there is one way in which Kaiyan and Shireen are distinctive from other young 

couples. They have decided to marry early, and have, possibly, a large brood of children. They 

are both equally committed to saving the Parsi community, whose future is threatened by falling 

numbers.  37
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“We’d like to have four kids at least,” Kaiyan says, “In the past, Parses used to have large 

families and that can be a wonderful thing.” Kaiyan is the son of a prominent Indian Zoroastrian 

scholar, relaying that, as a child, his parents had told him, “It is your responsibility to protect 

your community, and it is you and you alone who can do it…so you must marry a Parsi.” His 

wife Shireen, remembers questioning a similar edict passed on to her by her parents, but was also 

convinced she could not give up on the Zoroastrian way of life. “I love being a Parsi,” she says, 

“It’s a privilege. People associate us with being honest, charitable and upright. I’m very proud of 

that.” For Shireen and Kaiyan, marrying a non-Parsi then, was out of the question. 

!
For the Parses of India especially, the custom of endogamy, or the practice of marrying 

within one’s tribe or group, has defined Parsi social practice since their first arrival in Surat in 

700 A.D. For the Parses, the desire to maintain a distinct group identity was carried over and 

implemented across borders. As scholar Jesse Palsetia puts it, “The Zoroastrians of Iran grew 

more isolated over time, and the threat of the loss of group identity as a result of pressures to 

convert [in Persia] became ever more present.”  He explains that when the Parses fled 38

persecution, “they discovered in India’s caste system a natural foundation that aided the 

continuation of group solidarity,” and above all, racial purity.  As the first generation turned to 39

the next, the protection of ethnic identity became identified with marriage within the Zoroastrian 

Parsi ethnic group. Like many other present hereditary groups in India, the Parses continue to 

mightily guard their strict marital doctrine and remain ever conscious of the need to safeguard 

their minority identity. To this day, the kind of racial purity achieved in India by the Parses 
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continues to be attained through patriarchal lines. For Shireen in the case above, marrying a non-

Parsi as a Parsi woman would have had devastating consequences. While she would remain a 

Parsi in India’s tight-knit community, her children and husband would not. This patriarchal 

privilege was further amplified in 1936 with the Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act that bestowed 

upon Parsi men, and not Parsi women, the right to Parsi lineage.  40

!
But not all Parses have warmed to the idea of sustaining generations of racially pure babies. 

In a time when the community is combatting its dwindling numbers from extinction, the 

sentiment of racial reproduction, which they consider exclusive, has been deemed counter-

productive to population growth and ultimately racist and sexist by more progressive Parses in 

the community. Scholar Tanya Luhrmann shares this view in her observation of Bombay Parses 

in 1996: 

!
Late twentieth-century Parses fret that the commitment to racial purity has produced an 

insidious, race-rotting inbreeding. They whisper that the Parsi race has been corrupted, its stock 

gone bad, the strain degenerated. In the passionate debate over intermarriage - whether to allow 

it, whether the children of mixed marriages should be allowed to enter the fire temples - some 

Parses say that inbreeding has reduced Parsi drive, sapped their fertility, and driven them mad. 

“We need fresh blood” is a common refrain.  41
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A liberal father and daughter duo, Simin and Jehangir Patel, have been at the forefront of the 

fight against the inherited custom of endogamy, most recently criticizing the Jiyo Parsi Project 

for carrying similar racial edicts in its reproductive agenda. A closer look at the project reveals a 

myriad of barriers that would limit some Parses, and not others, from the benefits of fertility 

treatments. The project, which is available only to some in the community, refuses treatment to 

the children of a Parsi woman married to a non-Parsi. “Who is a “Parsi” according to this 

scheme?” Patel demands. According to the campaign, it is always “a Parsi man, whether he is 

married to a Parsi or otherwise, and a Parsi woman, only if she has married within the 

community”  What Patel criticizes  - the act of endogamic exclusion - lends its hand to what 42

others have considered to be the pillars of Parsi orthodoxy. She explains that Parsi orthodoxy is 

“No laughing matter. Growing up, I have seen a strong orthodox side; they’re well-organized, 

well-funded, and have a strong presence in the diaspora. But they deny Parsi women their rights, 

and now it is racial purity and genetically engineered babies.”  For Patel, the Jiyo Parsi Project, 43

which comes as the solution to the demographic crisis, only exacerbates the trend towards 

orthodoxy regarding the issue of intermarriage in the Parsi community. For liberals like her, the 

project is a conservative step aimed at undermining progressive attempts at further inclusion and 

tolerance for all Parses. 

!
A small group in the community deems the very attempt at demographic intervention 

fruitless and ineffective. At a board meeting of the Bombay Parsi Punchayat, an organization 

akin to a local Parsi government, Arvind Mayaram, a Parsi secretary to the Indian government, 
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asked “Does the community have the will to survive?” To him, childless couples may intensely 

want to have children, which the Jiyo Parsi Project will effectively provide, but to expect the 

entire community to have the same desires is ultimately mistaken.  His sentiments are shared by 44

Dr. R.P. Soonwala, an eminent gynecologist in Bombay, who offered that “we must direct such 

large scale efforts towards moral conduct instead because the argument that Parses easily 

multiplied in the past - and that’s how the community grew - just doesn’t hold true anymore.”  45

For Simin’s father, Jehangir Patel, the real decline lies not in the numbers, which he, along with 

other prominent community members, believe to be a lost cause. Instead, Patel argues, the 

community should focus on the crisis surrounding the gradual loss of Zoroastrian culture, the 

crux of the current crisis. His concern for the community, Patel explains, does not fall short of 

the goals and ambitions expressed by the Jiyo Parsi Project and its coordinator Dr. Shernaz 

Cama, who was recorded as saying: 

!
An increase in their numbers is the only way to arrest the alarming and saddening loss of 

Zoroastrian culture I have encountered over multiple field trips across the country…I maintain 

that Parsi culture is a hybrid of Irani, Chinese, Indian and European cultures - but who exactly 

will be left to preserve this culture if we continue dwindling the way we are?  46
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For Dr. Cama, the loss of Parsi culture is synonymous with population decline, but for Patel, 

who reckons the latter irreversible, the problem clearly lies elsewhere. In response to Dr. Cama, 

he asks: 

!
If the preservation of culture is the raison d’être of Jiyo Parsi, why does it not address the 

need for a good value system among young Parses and urge them to be more involved in their 

culture? Sadly, the campaign only perpetuates the quantity, and not quality of the community.  

!
BEYOND THE JIYO PARSI PROJECT !

Some agree, while others are at extreme odds, but the Parses in general are all very much in 

conversation with one another in regards to the Jiyo Parsi Project. Though incredibly tight-knit, 

the community comprises a spectrum of ideas and positions, a spectrum, or rather a division, 

made most visible by the sentiment of conflict. As Victor Turner describes of the outset of crisis: 

“peace becomes overt conflict, covert antagonisms become visible…sides are taken, and factions 

are formed.”  Amongst the Parses of Bombay, Surat and Delhi, one can find Shireens and 47

Kaiyans, staunch supporters of reproductive campaigns, themselves voluntary agents of an 

altruistic purpose, and the mother of twins, who herself became proof of the community’s 

reproductive potential. They, along with a vast majority, find in the Jiyo Parsi Project a warranted 

demographic intervention to ultimately save the Parsi race according to edicts of racial purity, 

without further dilution. Those inhabiting a more middle ground, like Simin Patel, envision 

measures more tolerant and inclusive of all Parses and criticize current measures as orthodox, 
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racist, and anti-progressive. At the end of the spectrum are figures like Simin’s father, Jehangir 

Patel, who acknowledge the demographic decline but dismiss methods of intervention entirely, 

focusing instead on cultural preservation. 

!
The various opinions outlined point to a strong and powerful debate that has come to 

consume the Parsi community in recent years, rising to its apex with the advent of the Jiyo Parsi 

Project released in 2013. Whether the project has succeeded in planting the seeds of reproduction 

is unclear, nor can we accurately assess its future gains. What the project has however secured is 

a revitalization of Parsi communal discourse regarding “crisis,” framed this time around the issue 

of demographic decline, but one that far exceeds mere discussions of numeric decline, 

reproduction, and birth rates. The current conversation has given rise to an array of thoughts and 

ideas on social, cultural and religious issues important to the Parsi people - conversations on 

intermarriage, biology and race, religious dogma and endogamy - that as a result, have pit some 

in the community vehemently against others. While the Parsi community is on the one hand in 

conversation, they are also, on the other hand, ridden with great friction and division. Internal 

segregation and social tension are furthering an already isolated minority’s reclusion, women 

pitted against men, Reformist against Orthodox, and the scholarly against the laymen, each vying 

for control of the community.  

!
Seldom has our small community been so riven with divisiveness and factionalism as now. 

Divergent opinions on almost every issue are exacerbated further by being aired in the media, 

not just the community press but the Internet, national newspapers and court proceedings. Very 
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regrettably the opposing stands taken often exceed the boundaries of decent debate and 

discussion. These deep-rooted divisions are causing great harm to the reputation of our 

community.  48

   - Dinshaw K. Tamboly (Chairman of the World Zoroastrian Trust Funds)                                

!
Looking back in time and into Parsi social history, we find that this plurality in thoughts and 

ideas, though distinct, continues from a long line of intermittent debates orchestrated by Parses 

over issues of racial purity and cultural preservation. As early as 1908, a controversial court case 

created uproar over the issue of conversion among Bombay’s Parsi community, pitting more 

liberal Parses against the community’s orthodox faction. In what is now known as the Parsi 

Panchayat Case, the wealthy and illustrious Parsi, R.D. Tata, was defeated in the Bombay High 

Court after attempting to bestow esteemed rights to Parsi funds and properties on his non-Parsi 

wife. This request then drew on more complicated matters, for the right to access privately 

guarded funds brought to the surface heated conversations on the meaning of “Parsi.” In the 

Bombay Parsi community, one had to be a communally-recognized Parsi to access such funds. 

The contention lay precisely within the creation of this definition. For orthodox Parses, 

becoming “Parsi” was synonymous with rights by birth, and being born into the community was 

a prerequisite for initiation. For Reformists, birth constituted just one possible route to 

community belonging. Where the Orthodox identified their stance of safeguarding the religion 

and Zoroastrian culture with maintaining the purity of race, Reformists identified the true nature 

of Zoroastrianism as including proselytism, promoting edicts of inclusion and tolerance for all 
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Parses and non-Parses.  While the trial’s verdict ultimately refused the wife’s conversion, it 49

carried greater implications. It was, as many Parsi scholars would admit, the turning point in 

Parsi social norms; a point of communal fragmentation regarding ideas of racial purity, cultural 

preservation, and Parsi identity politics.  The divide was only to mature with a second 50

controversial case in 1942. Known as the Bella or Rangoon Navjote Case, the dispute touched 

upon the rights and social standing of children born of Parsi mothers and non-Parsi fathers - of 

“half-caste children” as the scholar Jesse Palsetia would say - bringing to light the community’s 

questionable and imbalanced treatment of Parsi males and females.  Once again, Reformists 51

were pitted against Orthodox and discussions over conversion, exclusivity and equality of 

treatment were brought to the table. The Parsi Panchayat Case and Rangoon Navjote Case stand 

similarly in outlook, both having argued over the official definition of “Parsi,” leaving the 

community ultimately more divided than united.  

!
The kinds of conversations implicated in these historical court cases, from their discourses to 

the actors involved, remind us soundly of the debate that emanated from the Jiyo Parsi Project. 

Vastly familiar are the themes of racial purity, endogamy, cultural and religious integrity, and the 

equal treatment of Parsi women. The voices of Reformists long gone echo in their contemporary 

counterparts’: in Simin Patel’s fight for tolerance and inclusivity and in her father’s belief in 

upholding the importance of cultural preservation. As the scholar Jesse Palsetia has remarked, 

“The processes that have historically shaped the Parsi identity continue to shape the community 
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today.”  Progressive Parses in the twenty-first century pursue similar agendas, looking over 52

issues of individual rights and equality, and drawing upon the paths marked by their like-minded 

predecessors. Traditionalists on the other hand - “affected by the rise of conservatism 

worldwide” - have pushed hard to find a greater role in seeking to have their opinions heard.  53

For instance, orthodox Parsi priests in great numbers have spoken passionately against the 

admission of converts to the community.  In response, Indian Parses who have married outside 54

the community - particularly women - have banded together, seeking recognition of their 

families’ place in it.   55

!
Controversial issues, or “crises” such as these, and the spectrum of opinions, are not new in 

Parsi social history. Returning to Victor Turner, social dramas or “crises” as I have come to call 

them, are at once recurring - albeit in different shapes and forms - and revealing of the larger 

social tensions that exist in constant and consistence below the surface of the immediate crisis. 

The debate stirred by the Jiyo Parsi Project, addressing the demographic decline, is in and of 

itself part of a greater string of debates that have materialized throughout the years, but to a large 

extent novel in its attempt to bring the controversy of twentieth century court rooms into the 

alleys and streets of the Parsi community in India. At the very core of the Jiyo Parsi Project lies 

the age-old conversation of what it means to be “Parsi” and to be part of the Parsi population and 
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diaspora. In deciding that there is a demographic decline per fertility as I have mentioned above, 

Parses have geared the conversation - and crisis - towards saving the population by introducing 

very particular means, ones which draw on rather orthodox views. The Jiyo Parsi campaign and 

all of its benefits are available, and only available, to those who are considered “true” Parses - 

meaning those born into the Parsi community and with a Parsi father. In other words, those 

capable of saving the community from extinction - and who are to comprise the community - 

come from a particular background and possess particular characteristics. Framing the 

demographic crisis in such a way brings to the surface a historically continuous outlook that has 

affected the community for more than a century. What we now understand as a matter of reviving 

numbers can be boiled down to a discussion of cultural preservation - as Jehangir Patel notes - 

and Parsi identity politics, born out of the rift between political rivalries. Hidden behind the talk 

of demographics in today’s Parsi community lies a larger more vexing crisis unfolding.  

!
!

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER TWO 
!
!
Curious as to the origins of such a debate between reformist and orthodox groups, I turned to 

colonial trial documents transcribed by members of the community, who, whether for legacy 

purposes or for historical safe-keeping, found it necessary to share the thoughts and musings of 

long-gone Parses with the eager eyes of successive generations. I have insinuated in the previous 

chapter, that a deeper historical conversation underlies issues of demographics, fertility rates, and 

preventive measures in Bombay. The conversations at play have at once divided the community 

along historical lines and brought to the surface age-old issues of identity, social reform, and 

cultural preservation. Through the Jiyo Parsi Campaign, I was able to better grasp what fueled 

this divide - whether it be the misunderstanding amongst Parses on what constitutes an 

“authentic” Parsi, or what it means for the community to save the Parsi race from extinction. 

What I achieved from journeying through these colonial trial records, on the other hand, is a 

more nuanced and compact understanding of the roots of Parsi social tension, the fault that gave 

rise to the fracture, and the contradicting doctrines upon which the parties stand. Amongst these 

documents was an extensive report of a trial case, dated 1909, on the matter of conversion in the 

Parsi community, a report that would come to help me decipher the tension between orthodox 

and reformist members of the Parsi community and bring to the surface the very stakes involved 

- particularly surrounding the presence of Parsi trust funds - that make this tension so incredibly 
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manifested in and passed down through Parsi social discourse.  The trial, titled “The Parsi 56

Panchayat Case,” was one of the first instances that divided the Parsi community of Bombay 

over issues also raised by the demographic crisis. Below, I delve into my second chapter where a 

new setting and cast will be introduced, but where the issues tackled remain constant and 

nostalgically the same.  

* * * * 

!
The case that would become this trial, infamous even today amongst the Parses, precipitated 

a great and turbulent uproar from Bombay’s Parsi community. One of the judges, Mr. Justice D. 

Davar, would later recount, 

!
 When the controversy on the Navjot ceremony of the French lady arose, there was intense 

excitement amongst the Parsi community.  Meetings were held, committees were appointed, and 57

learned men from the community were selected as experts to report on the various religious 

controversial questions that arose.   58

!
 Word had gotten out that a Mr. Tata, in fact, the Mr. Ratan Tata of the illustrious Tata family, 

had converted his wife Susan Brière, a ferang or foreigner by all means, into the great 

Zoroastrian faith, and by doing so, welcomed her into the Parsi community. For the Parsi 
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community of India, being Parsi was synonymous with being Zoroastrian; they had not once 

heard or ever known of any conversions to their faith. The Parses, who had settled in India for 

fear of persecution in their Persian homeland, found in their new land a right to religion - to 

Zoroastrianism - that they would come to guard and be grateful for for generations to come. 

Since these turbulent times, being a Parsi in India, where the rigid caste system at once 

suffocated and guarded one’s group identity, became synonymous with Zoroastrian religious 

belonging. “If she is Zoroastrian, then she is a Parsi,” the trial onlookers shared amongst each 

other, “But how can she be a Parsi?” A “Parsi,” to a Parsi and his thoughts, was one who was 

born and raised in India. A Parsi, in fact, differed from his Zoroastrian forefathers in Persia, who 

were Persians and not Parses, “Farses,” rather than “Parses.”   Were Parses ultimately more 59

Parsi or more Zoroastrian? Are they foremost a people of the faith, or a people of something 

else? The community’s confusion was echoed, this time again by Justice Davar, who would later 

share the Parses’ sentiments in his writeup of the trial’s judgement: 

!
Under these circumstances, I find that such conversions are entirely unknown to the 

Zoroastrian communities of India; and far from it being customary or usual for them to convert a 

Juddin, the Zoroastrian communities of India have never attempted, encouraged, or permitted, 

the conversion of Juddins to Zoroastrianism.  60

!
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The Parses however, were not merely confused by this matter; they were skeptical of the idea 

that such a foreigner could ever become one and the same as them and their kin. In her book, 

Law and Identity in Colonial South Asia: Parsi Legal Culture, Mitra Sharafi explains that many 

amongst the Parsi community were becoming more familiar with discussions of social identity, 

particularly centering on issues such as conversion, racial purity and inheritance rights, by the 

late 19th century. Coupled with the Parses’ growing awareness, Sharafi explains, was the fixation 

with legal culture, the Parsi Panchayat case being one instance whereby “religious controversies 

are brought into the colonial courtroom.”  By the time the trial case had come around in 1909, 61

the Parses had been and continued to be in discussion about issues of social reform and of Parsi 

laws and codes of conducts, discussions that awakened the open-ended question of who is to be 

and can become a Parsi. Implicated in these discussions was the question of how to reconcile 

disputes between growing factions within the community, and particularly, as Mrs. Brière made 

her appearance, over the issue of accepting Juddin converts.  Law thus became the natural way 62

to pass judgement and settle arguments with co-religionists.  63

!
The Parses’ need to enact laws in mid-19th century India corresponds with the history of 

British attempts to establish a legal system in India.  As scholar Jesse Palsetia would come to 64

describe, the Parses who had been without any body of codes that could pass as Parsi law, “found 
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it necessary to compose a new body of legal norms,” that were  “uniformly applicable to the 

entire Parsi community.”  Prior, the Parsi community had lived in colonial India under British 65

law and regulation, and thus faced discrimination that undermined their religious and cultural 

understandings of the world; it was time to take over the reins.  For the Parses, the emergence of 66

a new system of personal laws promised greater certainty and control over such issues as “the 

division of interstate property, the rights of women to property, the rights of converts to 

inheritance”   As of 1855, Indian Parses began to implement these laws - with the blessing of 67

the British -  to effect change in support of their Parsi identity. One such law to be introduced 

was the Draft Code of 1860, which sought to provide a definition of the term “Parsi” as “a 

person or persons believing in and professing the religion of Zoroaster.”  However, as we shall 68

see from the 1909 trial case, the definition did not necessarily clarify the extent of its application 

to those who were Zoroastrians - by virtue of conversion - but not born into the Parsi community. 

No such cases of conversion had ever come to the community’s attention and not one single 

member necessarily had the supporting evidence to make matters clearer.  Moreover, the 69

Legislative Court of India had failed to provide a legislative definition of “Parsi,” leaving it up to 

community members to come to their own conclusions. So when Mr. Tata returned to India with 
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a converted “Zoroastrian” wife, who was to say - or not say - that she was not a Parsi? The 

uncertainty surrounding the question of Parsi identity is reflective of the ambivalent atmosphere 

experienced by the Parsi community in the midst of the social reconstruction preceding the 

enactment of Parsi laws, an atmosphere that continued throughout the law’s construction in the 

late 19th century. The Parsi Panchayat case, which I examine in the following section, is thus a 

product of this ongoing period of social reconstruction - by law - in Parsi social history. 

!
THE TRIAL !

Set at the Bombay High Court, seven plaintiffs and five defendants - all of whom were 

members of Bombay’s Parsi community - met to settle the issue of the French lady’s conversion 

into the Parsi community once and for all. Leading the case were Justice Dinshaw Davar, a Parsi 

judge, and Justice Frank Beaman, a British Judge. What they came to argue in court, however, 

departed from the question of Parsi social identity, and turned to a discussion of Parsi trust funds: 

under what circumstances were Parses - and non-Parses - allowed access to the pool of Parsi 

funds and properties? The Frenchwoman, Susan Brière, though absent herself in court, was 

represented by her husband and his friends - designated in the trial as plaintiffs - who recognized 

amongst themselves her right, as a fully converted Zoroastrian, to access the Bombay Parses’ 

charitable and religious trusts and institutions. They explained that the Zoroastrian faith not only 

permits conversion, but welcomes it, and that on being permitted to the faith, converts become 

not only Zoroastrians, but Parses. As full-pledged Parses, they are thus entitled to the trust funds 

available to the Parsi community. 

!
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What perhaps makes the Parsi community stand out most amongst the community of 

minorities in India is their very possession of highly sought-after trust funds, around which the 

well-being of the community revolves. The trusts themselves are endowed by the community’s 

wealthiest like the Jeejeebhoys, Wadias, and even Tatas, and placed under the hawkish care of 

the Parsi Panchayat, a self-regulated government run by five trustees appointed from the 

community, to be distributed perpetually to members of the Parsi community. What emerges, 

then, is a triangle of dependent transactions between the endowers, the trustees and the 

beneficiaries. Since it implementation in the 17th century, the Panchayat trust has become for the 

Parses the single largest and most financially influential Zoroastrian institution, a center where 

money, resources and people, both local and diasporic, congregate to provide for the welfare of 

the Parsi community of Bombay. As of 1961, it was estimated that the Bombay Parsi Panchayat 

administered approximately 1000 endowments.   By 1910 - at the advent of the conversion trial 70

- the funds in cash or securities held in the trust fund had already amounted to 53 lakhs of rupees, 

or $85,657, equivalent to two million dollars today.  71

!
It is to this pool of wealth that the plaintiff claimed entitlement. The five defendants, on the 

opposite end, were, each of them, one of the five trustees on the board of the Parsi Panchayat. 

They were Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Mr. Hormusji Albless, Mr. Jamsetjee Jamsetjee, Mr. 

Merwanji Mancherji Cama and Mr. Bomanhi Dinshaw Petit. They all sat on the board as 

appointed trustees. In response to the plaintiffs, the Trustees contended that the Founders or 

Endowers of the trust, who donated the charities, never intended to relay their funds to 
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wandering or converted Zoroastrians lying outside the bounds of the Parsi community, “such 

converts never being at any time within the contemplation of such Founder or Endower.”  They 72

corrected that despite the fact that Zoroaster, their prophet, contemplated conversion, the Parses 

themselves had never sought to convert outsiders, much less outsiders to the Indian subcontinent, 

to their faith, and had never allowed these outsiders entitlement to Parsi funds and properties. 

Those entitled to such treasures fell into three groups, of which Mrs. Brière was part of none; 

!
They are in the first instance, the descendants of the original Persian Emigrants who came to 

India in consequence of Mahomedan persecution and who profess the Zoroastrian faith… 

!
And secondly, the descendants of Zoroastrians who remained in Persia but who come and 

settle in India either temporarily or permanently and profess the Zoroastrian faith. This latter 

class are commonly known as Irani Parses.  

!
In addition to these two classes they say an exception has been made in favor of a third class 

of person and these are the children of Parsi fathers by alien mothers.  73

!
!
!
!
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THE VERDICT !
The trial was to cost the Parsi community both time and money, and while it would procure 

greater clarification for some regarding one’s credentials as a Parsi, it left the community in 

turbulent divide. The community members who had shown up to court as either defendants or 

plaintiffs, brought with them very different arguments as to the qualifications of membership to 

the Parsi Panchayat trust funds; their positions reflected religious controversies of the time. As 

scholar Sharafi presents, on one side of the community were “orthodox Parses who want[ed] 

adherence to strict and elaborate versions of Zoroastrian ritual and a more exclusive principle of 

group membership.”  On the other side, were “Parsi Reformists” who favored a more flexible 74

approach that accommodated the conditions of late colonial modernity.”  Tied up in this trust 75

fund tug-of-war, was the debate on the exact meaning and significance of the word Parsi: 

whether the words “Parsi” and “Zoroastrian” carried the same meaning and designated the same 

persons. In deciding whether Mrs. Brière, the Zoroastrian convert, was entitled to Parsi trust 

funds, the issue of Parsi identity and trust fund membership became intertwined.  

!
The discussion of Parsi trust funds that emerged out of the trial case served as a channel that 

challenged and defended the union between “Parsi” and “Zoroastrian,” with very different and 

contradictory meanings of the Parsi identity surfacing from conflicting parties. Were the trusts 

available, as the reformists had noted, for all Zoroastrians, where Zoroastrians and Parses are 

synonymous? Or were the trusts reserved only for Parses, defined by the defendants as a 

separate entity from Zoroastrians? The resolution rested on the judge’s verdict. Both parties 
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understood that the winning consensus would come to be planted over the entire Parsi 

population. The stakes, thus, were ostensibly high. On September 11th, 1909, the verdict passed 

by the dual-team of judges, was ultimately inconclusive. In short, the judges themselves felt that 

with the absence of the accused in court, despite the profound representation on her behalf, they 

could not lawfully pass judgement. The court thus transferred the settlement of verdict, upon the 

defendant’s urging, to the wider community, where an overwhelming majority voted against 

including the French lady in the community. Susan Brière, they decided, was not to become a 

Parsi.  

!
But determining who was not a Parsi also clarified for the community, who and what 

constituted one. With victory falling upon the trustee defendants, a new path was drawn that 

would come to clarify the Parsi identity for the community in orthodox terms and serve as a 

frame of reference for successive Parsi generations. For one, the word “Parsi” had become, as a 

result of the verdict, a “racial entity and not a religious one” - a viewpoint supported by the team 

of two judges overlooking the trial.  In the words of Justice Davar, “Parsi is a racial term and 76

although it was true that Zoroastrians permitted conversion to Zoroastrianism, the Parses, since 

their settlement in India, have not accepted outsiders into the faith and community.” For Davar, 

customary practice trumped religious text.  “Parsi,” from that day forth, supported by law and 77

public opinion, was to be defined as a racial category, or a member of “caste,” as Justice 

Beamon, the other judge, would come to describe. In his record of the trial, he wrote, “The word 
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“Parsi” had a caste and not a religious meaning.” Mrs. Brière then was not a Parsi because “she 

is a foreigner outside the caste; and caste is an institution into which you must be born.  78

!
* * * * 

!
By introducing measures whereby Mrs. Brière could not become a Parsi, despite her 

conversion to the Zoroastrian faith, the Parses ended for the first time the conviction that “Parsi” 

and “Zoroastrian” were one and the same. But for a long time, a very long time, the Parses of 

India, had lived in great fluidity, whereby the lines drawn between the two were at once thin and 

malleable. The Parses, as I have said before, arrived in India as Zoroastrians and became in their 

settlement a caste-stricken community, “Parses,” or the foreigners who came from Pars. The 

Indian caste system, which they were to stumble upon, both guarded and defined their dual 

representation, which meant that rarely, if ever before, did outsiders convert or test the 

boundaries of these lines. Furthermore, the idea of proselytizing in such a society was impolitic 

and impractical; the chief concern was to maintain the purity of one’s own faith and the tradition 

of one’s people.  The Parses, then, who saw themselves as both people of Pars and of Zoroaster, 79

named and continued to name themselves as such, their bond defined simultaneously by religion 

and community.  Before 1909 then, and the advent of the Parsi Panchayat trial case, no one had 80
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given a thought to the distinction between the two, at least not in the public sphere. By the advent 

of the trial, however, as I have outlined above, things took a different turn. 

!
 To Judge Davar, a Parsi judge to the trial case, it was obvious what the distinction was 

between a Parsi and a Zoroastrian: 

!
I confess this question has never, at any time, presented any difficulty to my mind: a 

Zoroastrian is a person who professes the Zoroastrian religion. A Zoroastrian need not 

necessarily be a Parsi. 

!
The Parsi Panchayat case of 1909, serving as an episode of Parsi social reconstruction in the 

wake of the construction of Parsi laws of 1855, would come to take this partnership apart. The 

trial became, as many other trial cases in its time, a means of reconstructing Parsi identity 

through the implementation of new legal codes.  As a reminder, Parsi social reconstruction came 81

as a result of communal endeavors to establish a legal system independent from British power. 

From the project’s start to the advent of the trial in 1909, the Parsi community experienced 

tremendous change in their social condition marked by the over-night materialization of these 

new laws. The Parsi Panchayat case of 1909, and the legal transformations that would occur 

consequently, must be understood as one of many transformational episodes that would come to 

build on these Parsi laws. With this hindsight, it is not surprising, then, that the defendant and 

plaintiffs arrived in court with such contradicting and unsettled views. A world of contradiction 
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came to light to be resolved in trial cases such as these; one that forced the Parsi community to 

rethink who they were and how they were to be defined.  

!
THE VULTURES !

Tied intrinsically to this story of origin and evolution was the debate over Parsi Trust Funds. 

To understand the origins, or at the very least, the construction of the term “Parsi” as I have 

outlined above, one has to take into account the influential role of Parsi Trust Funds, which stood 

at the center of the trial case, and came to influence, if not completely then significantly, the 

transformation of the Parsi identity and the construction of “Parsi” as a racial entity: a 

relationship captured by Sharafi as follows: 

!
[The Reformists] wanted converts to be entitled to benefit from the properties and funds of 

Parsi community organizations, including the Bombay Parsi Panchayat. Orthodox Parses were 

adamantly opposed to both ideas on economic and racial grounds. If ethnic outsiders were 

allowed to convert and receive Parsi charitable funds, the orthodox camp predicted that large 

numbers of India’s lower castes would do so, depleting the community’s wealth.  Furthermore, 

converts of any ethnicity would dilute Parsi racial purity if they married Parses, an idea that 

gained traction with the rise of Parsi eugenics in the early twentieth century.  82

!
The influence of religious laws and trust funds thus flowed in both directions. When weaving 

the thread of trust funds with that of the creation of Parsi racial construct, a novel understanding 
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arises, whereby the construction of “Parsi,” in its racial form, is at once relatively contemporary, 

and essentially a product of micro-managing these Parsi funds. While the roots of Parsi racial 

purity were already there - in the caste system of India, in Parsi Zoroastrian group identity, by 

virtue of persecution -  the very construction of Parsi as a racial term - and that of Parsi eugenics 

- can only be understood as an early 20th century invention, particularly against the underlying 

motive of trust fund management, and a turning point in Parsi racial conduct.  As Sharafi 83

reflects on the Parsi community, “Despite the growing negative connotations associated with the 

communalism during this period, orthodox Parses pressed for strong community boundaries from 

the beginning of Petit vs. Jijibhai (Parsi Panchayat trial case) in 1906 onwards.” 

!
* * * * 

!
To better understand this relationship between trusts and identity, we must turn to the 

orthodox community and take a glimpse into its ambitious world of defending and protecting 

wealth. As Trustees, the defendants were adamant about keeping their trust funds safe. When the 

time came to determine membership to these funds - a decision overlapping with the construction 

of the term “Parsi” - the Trustees had to limit the bounds of their ethnic terminology in order to 

prevent the dilution of resources. Parses thus were to be beneficiaries of the trust, only when 

“Parses” designated a racially united few. Framed in this way, the argument of racial purity 

becomes entangled with communitarian economic and financial incentives and customs of 
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inheritance and succession. Justice J. Davar echoes the Trustees’ rationale in his explanation of 

the Trustees’ stance: 

!
The fact, however, remains that the community of Bombay Parses, as a whole - with the 

exception of a most microscopic minority - are most unmistakably opposed to the admission of 

Juddins (ethnic outsiders) into their fold, and the reasons are most obvious. Who are the people 

that are most likely to ask for admission? Generations may elapse before a well-born, well-

educated, and more cultured person like the French lady would ask for admission; but throw the 

door open and thousands of undesirable aliens - such as Bhangis, Mahars, Kahars, and Dubras 

- will seek admission…The Funds of 50 odd lacs of rupees, richly-endowed Institutions for poor 

Parses, comfortable homes for the blind and infirm, Dispensaries, Sanitariums, Convalescent 

homes, would attract many thousand of the most objectionable people. Plaintiffs say there should 

be no restrictions to the admission of all Juddins. If their contentions are to prevail, the ruin of 

the community would be accomplished in as many days as it has taken generations to attain to 

that position of prominent and prosperity which the Parses of India have now achieved.  84

!
Judges too, like the defendants, had a profound stake in keeping Parsi trust funds insulated. 

According to Sharafi’s research, most Parsi lawyers, judges and litigation officers were paid via 

Parsi trust funds when acting in Parsi-Parsi lawsuits.  The Trustees themselves, as guardians of 85

the trust funds, were being represented without charge: most had to provide certain legal 

expenses that would later be reimbursed to them from the trust funds themselves. This 
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undercover process meant that a large sum of trust fund money was circulated and invested in 

Parsi legal cases and into the judicial system.  A cartoon depicted in Hindi Punch portrays this 86

phenomenon of the Parsi Panchayat trial case, whereby two vultures, appearing to dress as 

barristers in black gowns and white collars, perch over a huge sack of coins representing the 

Parsi Panchayat funds (see Fig. 2.1). It is no surprise, then, that Justice Davar, in overlooking the 

trial case, advocated in tandem with the Trustees against opening Parsi trust funds to the public. 

Over the next few years, cases dealing with trust funds found themselves in Davar’s court, 

whereby personal gain and an orthodox vision of Parsi identity allowed him to dictate “the 

judicial ethnography of his own community.33” 

Figure 2.1.  “The Vultures,” an image by Hindi Punch depicting the 1909 trial case.   87

!
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Hidden behind the cultural façade of Parsi identity politics is the intense anxiety by orthodox 

Parses (trustees and judges) surrounding keeping the Parsi Panchayat trust funds safe from a 

flood of unwanted immigration. This type of apprehension, though first channeled through the 

Parsi Panchayat case, was not unique to this particular set of actors and events. As the next 

chapter reveals, the conversation about trust funds and Parsi identity re-emerges time and time 

again in Parsi social history, in the different entrepôts of the Parsi diaspora, and even in India’s 

Jiyo Parsi Project of today. The need to confront and resolve these issues pertaining to the two 

continues to weigh heavily on the scattered Parsi community, as it did during the trial, but in 

ways more pronounced, and for the researcher, more easily documented. In the next chapter, I 

once again examine the debate outlined in this chapter, albeit with different actors and a different 

setting, while ultimately bringing the conversation back into the narrative of “crisis,” but this 

time, a crisis experienced by the Parses of Hong Kong. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER THREE !
We did not have the opportunity to touch upon the following topic which often confuses. Please 

do not confuse Parsees and Zoroastrians; the former refers to a caste of people who arrived as 

refugees in India, the latter to an ancient faith of Iranian origin. Parsees mostly follow the 

Zoroastrian faith, but Zoroastrianism is a faith followed by many Iranians and peoples of 

Central Asia. You are born a Parsee, but anyone, anywhere, may follow the tenants of the faith. 

!
~ Jahan 

!
I now turn to Hong Kong, where I first came upon the conversation of crisis. Coming back 

full circle, I demonstrate how the conversation of crisis is shared between different nodes of the 

diaspora as it is told by the Hong Kong Parses themselves, albeit with slight differences in 

wording, mannerisms and natural dispositions. Like brothers and sisters, the Parses of Bombay 

and the Parses of Hong Kong continue to see themselves as children of the same mother, that is, 

of the Indian motherland, and though separated across Asiatic coasts, the “ties are emotionally 

close.” The two communities continue to maintain a close relationship through letters and travel, 

through births and deaths - with some born in Bombay and dying overseas - and at times more 

blissfully, through marriage across continents, their children’s children serving as a continued, 

albeit cosmopolitan, bond between the separated.  But as with siblings who disperse to regions 88

far and wide, the Parses of Bombay and Hong Kong have come to view similar problems in their 
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lives from slightly different angles. In this chapter, I examine the crisis in Hong Kong as multi-

layered, explaining that the crisis is more than that of a dying legacy, as presented by the Hong 

Kong Parses, but that it is also one of racial concerns and trust funds - a relationship reminiscent 

of the social problems outlined in the previous chapter on the Parsi Panchayat case. I then bring 

the conversation back to India to portray Parsi social crisis as a product not of a single locality 

but rather of the Parsi diaspora, whereby the crisis manifested in Hong Kong - and all that it 

entails - is shared by the Parses in India. But first, I begin with the Parses’ arrival story. 

!
*** 

!
Nestled between miniature mountains and in water-filled valleys, the island which would 

become known as the “Pearl of the Orient” began as a barren rock, home to pockets of fishermen 

families scattered along the rugged and eroded coastline. This was the Hong Kong to which the 

first Hong Kong Parses arrived, a place of nothingness and decay spawned by years of 

abandonment as an obscure backwater of the Chinese Empire. The view I saw as I descended 

into Chek Lap Kok airport was nothing far from that which I imagined the Parses encountered as 

they anchored their ships in port; the storm clouds hanging low had buried the skyscrapers back 

into the ground, giving way to a pioneering terrain, and to me, a glimpse of the city’s barren past.  

!
The British settlers decided to build Hong Kong between these mountains, protected by them 

as it was at the foot of what would become Victoria mountain; the island becoming a military 

base at the peak of the first Opium War. It was in fact through opium that the British and Parses 
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made their first acquaintance, the Parses having steered British interest away from the cotton 

trade to poppy. “They had made a lot of money, the Parses, and it wasn’t just in ship building,” 

Madame Shroff had told me as I sat with her over tea and madeleines in her apartment 

overlooking Hong Kong harbor. She continued, 

!
They were very enterprising, the Parses; they opened shops and they prospered. And when 

the East India Company came, the British, they saw that the Parses could help them. So they 

asked the Parses to join them in business ventures; the biggest venture being ship-building. So 

they built the ships and the British came to China and to this part of the world to push opium to 

China…with the collaboration of the Parses, definitely. They must have been tempted to do some 

training in opium and take the opportunity themselves. 

!
Madame Shroff herself, a learned Parsi from Bombay, had come to Hong Kong by virtue of 

the opium trade. Her husband, Mr. Firenze Shroff, had come to Hong Kong to work in his 

father’s trading company, Shroff Son & Co. By his time, in the 1940’s, the company had ceased 

its operations and had turned to less controversial products, like egg, paper, and stationary 

provisions, which they both exported from and imported to China (see Fig. 3.1). Through trade, 

families like the Shroffs prospered and lent a hand in developing Hong Kong into the 

cosmopolitan city it is today, a history of growth in which the Parses played an influential role. 

Today, their legacy is marked most vibrantly in Hong Kong’s built landscape - in the Parekh 

House, Kotewall Road and Ruttonjee Hospital, in the colonial cemetery and the Zoroastrian 

building, and even in leftover local terminology; the word “shroff” came to mean “a banker or 
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money changer in the Far East.” The Parses’ contributions were endless. When Hong Kong was 

ceded to the British in 1841, four Parsi merchants were present at the raising of the British flag. 

A decade later, when demand for access to neighboring Kowloon increased with the ceding of 

the bay, another Parsi founded the Kowloon Ferry Company, now the Star Ferry, which gave 

mobility to passengers between Hong Kong and Kowloon and presently serves as a popular 

tourist attraction in Hong Kong. Other Parsi-led enterprises include Hong Kong University and 

the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC). While such enterprises highlight 

the role of Parses in the founding and development in British Hong Kong, they also point to the 

way Hong Kong presented itself as a site of opportunity that transformed the Parses into a 

thriving diasporic community.  

!
From Bombay to the China Seas, the Parses marked in their travel a new and second phase of 

their diaspora, a phase that propelled the Parses to regions far and wide. Originally having 

migrated to India at the height of Islamic conversion in the 8th century, the Parses became in their 

settlement across northwestern India and other locations in the Middle East and Iranian plateau, a 

model of a “classic” diaspora, one that has emerged through catastrophic origins, similar to the 

kind associated with the Jewish diaspora. The Parsi diaspora’s reformation into a trade diaspora 

under the guidance of the British East India Company a few decades later, marked a departure 

from this first model, where the movement was forced rather than voluntary. Venturing forward 

not by persecution but in the pursuit of trade, the Parses expanded their diaspora first to the 

China Seas, and then across port cities in the Indian Ocean and beyond, weaving in the process 

what Philip Curtin has characterized as, “an interrelated net of commercial communities based 
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on a common commercial culture and religion.”  The Parses’ sojourning to the China Seas, 89

which turned into a settlement in Hong Kong by the late 19th century, marked the beginning of an 

overseas Parsi population. While Hong Kong’s Parsi community is not unique in and of itself as 

a diasporic group, comprising part of a large and more expansive legacy of trade spanning from 

Singapore to Zanzibar, it boasts a lineage to one of the first Parsi populations to emerge outside 

of India.  

  

!  

Figure 3.1 Shroff Son & Co. Advertisement  90
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The Shroffs were one such Parsi family to arrive in Hong Kong at the turn of the century. 

Along with them came families like the Masters, Jokhis and Pavris, among others, who followed 

rapidly on the high tide of trade. Of the 200 Parses in the community today, the majority descend 

from these four families. The Masters, who had first settled in neighboring Canton, arrived in 

Hong Kong after the instability of China’s Boxer Rebellion to set up shop on the safer shores of 

Hong Kong Harbor. The Shroffs, following suit in large numbers, came to represent over 40% of 

the total Parsi community. A few decades later, the Jokhis arrived and made a name for 

themselves by later supplying food and medicine to British prisoners of war during the inter-war 

years. The Pavris, the last to settle, migrated over a decade later, making a name for themselves 

as appointed community scholars, only to leave a few years later for Vancouver, which became, 

under their guiding hand, another significant Parsi entrepôt. The oldest families, the Masters and 

Shroffs, are now in their fourth generation of settlers, although many amongst the older families 

were born in India and moved to Hong Kong prior to the 1960s.  Since then, these pioneering 91

families have mixed in with a younger, more transient crowd that came to Hong Kong by way of 

profession, as doctors, lawyers, or bankers. The initial Parsi families, however, continue to 

dominate the social scene as well the political one, by sitting on the Board of Trustees of their 

Anjuman and taking over the Zoroastrian building for weekly bridge games followed by buffet-

style Parsi dinners.  By the 1990’s, however, for reasons that will soon be highlighted, all 92

families had ceased operation of their trading houses.  

!
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When I met Jahan Master, a third generation Hong Kong Parsi, in his office at Harcourt 

House in the concrete jungle that is Gloucester Road, he explained to me the rise and rapid fall of 

the Parsi community of traders in the China Seas. His grandfather, a trade agent, had first settled 

in Shamian Island, “and although it is almost unnoticeable now what with China expanding as it 

is, it was once an island in the Pearl River Delta just a little south of Canton, where foreigners 

practiced their trade.” His settlement in Hong Kong afterwards began in 1914 in the wake of the 

Boxer Rebellion, which expelled foreigners and Parses alike from China. 

!
Hong Kong began to boom, and the community kind of just stayed on. My family came in as 

traders and I think we closed down our family trading shop in the late 1990s, about 15 years 

ago. Their names were not Master, but K.S. Pavri and Sons. It was my maternal side’s business. 

We flourished because we were able to act as the middlemen between the overseas buyers and 

the Chinese suppliers. We stood in between; we were able to talk both sides; we were able to deal 

with the mainlanders and with the local suppliers; we were able to affect purchasing, and trade, 

and the margins were quite adequate to live on. As things moved on, foreign buyers started going 

directly to the suppliers and therefore the role of the middleman became smaller and smaller and 

smaller and eventually became squeezed out, because if you look at the community today, where 

at one stage, there were forty or thirty Parsi trading houses in Hong Kong - businesses, family 

owned businesses, agencies - today there is only one left, and you ask yourself “why?” The 

reason is basically two-fold; number one, we did not think far enough that our role as middle-

men would eventually be squeezed out. The only way to survive was either you take over the 

sources of supply or you take over the source of distribution, or you take over all three. But 
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through whatever reluctance or unwillingness to take risks, basically, the result was that the role 

of the middleman was completely squeezed out. The second thing was that as families educated 

their kids, and kids went overseas to college, they came back with skills that were wholly not 

suitable for the kind of trading that their parents were doing. Case in point: my family had a 

thriving trading business, but after I came back from university, I thought “Shit, you want me to 

do this? To sit with my father, my grandparents, my uncle, and aunty, at work?” So the boys 

started doing that, then the girls - originally you didn't educate the girls, they were supposed to 

be housewives, have babies, and all that kind of nonsense, and the girls started going over seas 

and came back entirely qualified and thought, “I don’t want to work for that now either!” As a 

result, this kind of activity, business activity, was simply not attractive. Family businesses would 

then keep going on as much as they can, but then there is no one to take over and they close the 

business. This has contributed to the closure of the trading community, as much as this 

community is concerned. And if you look globally at the Parsi community, there is almost no 

trading whatsoever, because we once were an entrepreneurial community. We were first 

agricultural, then we all migrated to Bombay, then the British came, and we followed the British 

overseas, as entrepreneurs - sell this, do this, do that. But today, entrepreneurs just are 

nonexistent; we’re now all professionals, as bankers and doctors and lawyers and finance, this, 

that, and what not, everything but business. It has changed. And Hong Kong is a manifestation of 

that; the majority of those who are working in Hong Kong, young and middle aged Parses, are 

not in business, they are all professionals.  

!
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When asked whether the closures were troubling for Hong Kong Parses, Jahan replied that 

“Yes, this was upsetting for the families” and that “Yes,” he “supposed there is some nostalgia 

for the past.” For the Parsi traders of Hong Kong, trade sits in their staunch memories as the 

bosom of Parsi pride, marked as the beginning of their ambitious climb to fortune from the ports 

of Bombay; many traders in fact achieved prosperity and became in the process elite members 

and knighted subjects of the British Empire. So when Parsi trade came crumbling down in the 

1990’s due to the rise of neoliberal trade, cutting out the unnecessary position of the “middle-

man” in which the Parses thrived, many scholars and observers coincided the end of Parsi trade 

with the onset of socio-economic decline for the Hong Kong Parsi community.  The Time 93

Magazine article released by Anjani Trivedi displayed one such opinion (see Fig. 3.2). In her 

article titled “In Hong Kong, a Once Prominent Community Faces Demise,” Trivedi outlines the 

ongoing decline and growing anxiety  - over forgotten histories and legacies “that are now 

slipping through the historical net ” - marked by the end of their era as “pioneers of the China 

Coast trade.”  When asked on the ground, the Hong Kong Parses themselves similarly alluded 94

to such a decline, “They keep telling me that nothing can be done. That we are a dying 

community so I should let things be as they are,” one Parsi was recorded as saying, “I just 

wonder how and why no one has tried to know about us.”  Scholar John Hinnells foreshadowed 95

Trivedi’s findings in 1998, a year after the handover of Hong Kong to China, having already 

noted that Parses were concerned with the increasing individualization of professional careers in 

global financial business, which differed greatly from the traditional family business model of 
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trade in which they thrived.  In short, the Parses of Hong Kong are seen as a community in 96

socio-economic decay held back in nostalgic melancholy and unable to adapt to the fast-paced 

and globalized world of Hong Kong.  

!

!  

Figure 3.2. Time Magazine article by Anjani Trivedi 

!
It was in fact in light of these findings that I found my way to Hong Kong in the summer of 

2014 in the midst of monsoon season. I arrived curious about the broader political and social 

changes outlined by individuals like Hinnells and Trivedi, changes that painted the Hong Kong 

Parses as a community in decay and decline. On June 8th, 2014, I set out to unravel this puzzle 

and turned to community members for help. 
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OF TRUSTEES AND OFFSPRINGS !
The Hong Kong Parses, with whom I would become better acquainted were at first presented 

to me as a wealthy, educated and successful bunch. Although they had ceased to live the 

professions occupied by their merchant forefathers, they continued to maintain a certain level of 

prestige, as beneficiaries of the large treasure trove of wealth left in the estates and funds of the 

early Parsi settlers and as self-made highly successful professionals in the upper echelons of 

Hong Kong society. The Parses I met included the Chairman of the Hong Kong General 

Chamber of Commerce, a contributing editor at the Financial Times, a Regional Marketing Head 

at Fossils, an ex-Cathay Pacific flight attendant, a journalist at Routers, and a student at Warwick 

University interning at HSBC. As Jahan would come to explain to me,  

!
The Parses in Hong Kong are by far the most comfortable. Look at our establishments vis-à-

vis the other overseas settlements. You have land in Hong Kong. You want a social life? Hey you 

got it! You want a priest 24/7? You got it. So what do you want? Life is damn comfortable here. 

!
As I looked out of Jahan’s window at Petrig & Masters Asset Management on the 8th floor of 

Gloucester Court, I had a private glimpse into the generous world that the Parses of Hong Kong 

have grown accustomed to. Having had a hand in Hong Kong’s 19th century construction into a 

port city, the Parses of early years left behind a playground of resources that their great-grand 

children continue to expend today. Most obviously on display and most beneficial perhaps are 

the expansive estates of private property dotting Hong Kong island, where property prices are 

among the highest in the world, with the average Hong Kong citizen living on 431 square-feet of 
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land. Included in these properties is the Parsi cemetery built in 1852 for the Parsi dead, who in 

following Zoroastrian customs of sustainability, have their bodies buried in marble cases (see 

Fig. 3.3).   97

!
Whenever a person in Hong Kong dies, it might take a month to be cremated - cremated 

okay, not buried! - but for a Parsi, you die in the morning you are buried in the evening… and 

it’s free!  

- Jahan 

!
A short walk from the cemetery lies 101 Leighton Road on Causeway Bay, the twenty-eight-

story Zoroastrian building, both a community center and a financial hub (the community having 

rented out its floors to various companies), where the Parses come to enjoy annual celebrations, 

festivities, spontaneous gatherings and weekly calls to prayer with a live-in Priest and cook, both 

brought over from Bombay to serve the community (see Fig. 3.4). Constructing the building 

itself was not very difficult a feat, for as the Parsi scholar John Hinnells notes, “The fact that the 

[Parses] already owned the land is significant, for it is land, and not erecting a building, which is 

expensive in Hong Kong.”   The Parses themselves continued to live in the apartments and 98

town-houses left behind by the generations before them. Mrs. Shroff, with whom I dined on 

madeleines, lives in a four-bedroom apartment with a view, given to her by her dying merchant 

husband. Along with all this property, Hong Kong’s Parses enjoy the large treasure troves of 
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community trust funds, which are similar to India’s Parsi Panchayat Fund, though when 

measured per head in the community, become the largest and richest in the world. 

     Figure 3.3.  The Parsi Cemetery                                 Figure 3.4.  The Zoroastrian Building 
            [Photograph by Author]                                                [Photograph by Author] !
What crisis then, I asked myself, if any at all, exists in this community where people enjoy 

the fruits of their labor, as well as that of their fathers and forefathers? The fact remains that the 

community of Hong Kong, despite not suffering from a demise per say, transformed significantly 

as it approached the end of a trading era. In the 1990’s, Hong Kong underwent considerable 

changes to its social and political scene, marked by the impending departure of the British in 

1997. For a small community like that of the Parses, the handover brought a number of hurdles, 
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most transformative of which was the extermination of British passports by the conservative 

Thatcher government. Parses, who had always held British passports, found their citizenship 

revoked and limited to a “right of entry,” but not “settlement,” in the British homeland.   As a 99

small community sans sponsorship by the old British or new Chinese regime, the Parses were 

faced with the daunting question of how to redefine themselves as a minority community, how to 

conserve their benefits, and how to find footing in a new social and political setting post-

handover. As Jahan explains, 

!
…when ’97 approached, we were all very nervous. I think it was the fear of the unknown, that 

here we are moving from a well-accepted British way of life and jumping into the unknown. I 

don’t think anyone felt entirely comfortable about the mainland Chinese; we knew things could 

change drastically. Everyone had their passports in their pockets, people had their money 

overseas, and their suitcases ready in case all hell broke lose….You went into the transition with 

all of this in the back of your mind. 

!
Out of this uncertainty about the future, coupled with the recent demise of Parsi trade, rose a 

familiar debate about what it means to be a Parsi and to be a part of the Parsi community, with 

questions on Parsi racial purity and the Parsi identity following suit. Out of the Hong Kong Parsi 

community, a conflict of opinions, as well as interests, arose, that pit those with a more tolerant 

and progressive view against the more orthodox and traditional. For the former, the future of the 

Parsi community lies in a more inclusive understanding of the Parsi identity, whereby 
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membership is fluid and accepting and certainly not restricted by racial boundaries. For the latter, 

Parsi law dictates Parsi identity: only an individual of qualified parentage can be assigned racial 

legitimacy. All in all, the debate by the Hong Kong Parsi community does not stride far from the 

discourse of race shared by the Parses of India. But a closer look at the debate also reveals that it 

takes on an economic dimension. Transforming from a socio-cultural talk into one of socio-

economics, the debate on the Parsi identity departs from that of a dying legacy and into one that 

is about trust funds and the distribution of wealth. As I present in this section, the Reformist and 

Orthodox question and confrontation around Parsi identity is inextricably linked to an underlying 

debate over who has access to trust funds, each conversation being at once distinct yet 

interconnected. As Jahan explained to me in person, 

!
At the end of the day, everything boils down to money; who has it, what controls it and who 

can use or enjoy it. And for a small community likes ours, which is very wealthy, there is an ever 

greater desire for self-protection and preservation of whatever we have. 

!
The very same arguments found in the debate on communal membership can be found in the 

conversation about Parsi trust funds, or, as Jahan has noted, in the conversation of “who” and 

“what” can “control” and “use” and “enjoy” the excessive resources spilling out of Parsi trust 

funds, resources that include assets such as “the cemetery, the Zoroastrian building, and a large 

corpus or money that has been invested in equity and cash deposits.”  On one side of the debate 100

are individuals like Jahan who epitomize a more tolerant stance, in which trust funds are viewed 
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as an open pool of wealth for Parses as well as non-Parses in need: “The problem is that the 

Parses in Hong Kong are insular, xenophobic and have the comfort of living in a gilded cage.” 

On the other side are those who believe these trust funds entitled exclusively to Parses, where the 

word “Parsi” designates an individual born of both Parsi parents or a Parsi father, as Parsi law 

dictates: “The [trust funds], they work; it is non adverbial, non contentious, and the majority of 

the community is happy with the situation and can live with it!”  101

!
Like that of Bombay, the Parsi community of Hong Kong has its own Anjuman, a self-

governed offshoot of the Parsi Panchayat that guards the community’s trust funds. And like 

Bombay, many of the terms and conditions of the trust funds that apply to the Indian community, 

apply to that of the community in Hong Kong. The now eighty-year-old Hong Kong Anjuman 

was constructed in 1935 when the first settlers moved from Canton to Hong Kong and 

reconstructed their community in the way of the Parsi Panchayat in India. Like them, the Hong 

Kong Anjuman implemented Parsi law and governed communal affairs, which included such 

tasks such as fundraising for various religious ceremonies, purchasing and preserving property, 

and gathering charitable aid, a task that culminated in the construction and development of Parsi 

Trust Funds in the China Seas.  In both Canton and Hong Kong, the governing body adhered 102

strictly to Parsi religious conduct from the motherland in its implementation of laws and 

regulations in the new overseas Parsi entrepôts; an orthodox umbilical chord of transferred ideas 

and sensibilities emerged as a result. In 1845, for instance, the Canton Parses collected funds to 

build a structure similar to the Zoroastrian Dokhma, or Tower of Silence, to imitate annual death 
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ceremonies performed on India’s Malabar Hill. In Hong Kong, where the British forbid the 

community from building such structures, the community then turned to more creative means, 

burying their dead in marble cases - as opposed to cases made of wood - so as to fulfill the 

Zoroastrian tradition of burial in sustainable graves. Both communities hired a Priest and 

constructed a Fire Temple, and in both communities, membership was stringent: 

!
 No person or persons other than members of the Parsi community shall be permitted to 

make use of the said Cemetery or buildings in its enclosure. The said buildings are to be used 

solely for religious or other purposes affecting the welfare of the Community.   103

 In short, these diasporic Parses, many of whom had been born in Bombay, borrowed their 

progenitor’s ideological framework as they transported their largely orthodox ideas overseas. The 

ideas borne out of India were thus supplanted in the communities of China Sea Parses in forms 

very synchronous with those of their co-religionists abroad. Included in these transferable 

doctrines were the implementation of Parsi purity laws, the custom of endogamy, and the ever-

present debate on Parsi identity and race. As the community expanded in size and wealth, and 

into scattered communities that stretched from Shanghai to Hong Kong, it maintained traditional 

codes of conduct, many of which are still in place today. By 1935, all the Canton Anjuman’s 

assets were transferred to Hong Kong, where they continue to be used for the “betterment of the 

Parsi community.” The Hong Kong Anjuman, now dubbed the Incorporated Trusts of the 

Zoroastrian Charity Funds of Hong Kong, Canton and Macau, continues to manage the 

distribution of trust funds endowed by early Parsi traders as well as those endowed by more 
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contemporary Parses with matching charitable hearts. As I have mentioned above, the Parsi 

community in Hong Kong has now become the “richest Zoroastrian community in the world.”  

  The community’s dilemma, in other words, is one of fortune rather than decay, with 

many in the community pressed by the urgent question of how to better manage trust funds that 

continue to be in the control of the Hong Kong Anjuman’s orthodox trustees. In the wake of 

Hong Kong’s socio-economic changes, as outlined above, the Board of Trustees has taken a 

greater interest in implementing strict Parsi laws. These laws would dictate, and ultimately limit 

entry to the Zoroastrian building, prescribing when, and to which parts, non-Zoroastrians could 

go, and most significantly, defining who has access to Parsi trust funds. For individuals like 

Jahan, the confrontation is necessary and urgent: “We can do better in the charity front; we 

should be much more proactive, more open-minded!” For others, the confrontation is viewed as 

an uphill battle: “Any form of change is very very slow if at all. We all know not to rock the 

boat, just carry on as before, any change is likely to be resisted and undesirable.”   104

 For the Parses of Hong Kong, the issue of trust funds is intrinsically tied to the 

conversation of what it means to be and not to be a Parsi and part of the global Parsi community 

that the trust funds serve. Dictating who can or cannot have access to such funds is synonymous 

with upholding or challenging the status quo under which the Hong Kong Parses continue to live 

due to the orthodox faction’s prominence in the community leadership and in the Anjuman’s 

Board of Trustee. The orthodox community sustains the status quo for reasons that go beyond a 

self-serving desire to  sustain wealth for itself, for as noted above, the majority of the Hong Kong 
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Parses are themselves privileged and well-to-do, compared to other diasporic communities. 

Rather, this stance vis-à-vis trust funds supports the ideological motive of keeping the 

community orthodox in structure and nature, and more specifically, of distinguishing themselves 

as racially and identifiably, Parsi. “As a tiny minority, they feel that if we open the door a little, 

we will get swamped. So what do they do? Keep the door as tight as possible.”  For now, it 105

seems that the Orthodox in the community will continue to dictate the affairs of the Hong Kong 

Parsi community as they have done since their first settlement in Hong Kong.  

!
OF INDIA AND HONG KONG: THE TIES THAT BIND !
 Within both communities presented thus far, there is a frantic talk of crisis. In India, the 

crisis is that of demographics spun into the fibers of the Jiyo Parsi Project, and out as a 

discussion of plummeting population size, falling fertility rates, and possible global Parsi 

extinction. In Hong Kong, on the other hand, the crisis revolves around the discussion of a dying 

legacy and “changing times” made more striking when placed against the prominent narrative of 

unparalleled prosperity attained by merchant forefathers. But a closer look into the crises in each 

locality reveals another “crisis” that is interconnected and rooted in a historical debate on Parsi 

racial purity. Looking through the conceptual lens of social dramas proposed by Victor Turner, 

the rudimentary crisis gives way to an expression of deeper division spun around an age-old 

conversation of what it means to be a Parsi, what constitutes Parsi-ness, and what necessary 

measures must be taken to protect such constituencies. In India, this conversation has 

proliferated through the negotiations surrounding the Jiyo Parsi Project, whose racially-pure 
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reproductive scheme has excluded some in the community who are not deemed “Parsi” enough. 

In Hong Kong, the discourse takes on a similar course, though channeled through the particular 

discussion of trust funds, which continues to dictate communal membership in accordance with 

orthodox Parsi laws. In both communities, the obsession with a communal crisis, whether it be of 

declining numbers or deteriorating legacies, has come to overshadow the much greater debate 

surrounding Parsi racial purity and Parsi identity politics that has come to consume the Parsi 

community, local and diasporic, for over a century. Once I make this connection, I extend the 

argument to include the significant role of Parsi trust funds in the conversation. Made most clear 

in the Parsi Panchayat trial case and the Hong Kong example, I argue that the very existence of 

trust funds has come to influence, if not completely orchestrate, the creation, maintenance and 

implementation of Parsi laws, which in turn has come to determine who can and cannot be part 

of the Parsi community today. Furthermore, trust funds explain in part the stakes involved, 

particularly for orthodox community members, and specifically for the guardians of the trusts, in 

ensuring that the term “Parsi” is limited to a certain and strictly-defined few. These two strands 

of debate, though seemingly separate, are in fact interconnected by origin and purpose and thus 

often surface together during times of community crisis.  

 Turning to the Jiyo Parsi Project in India, the conversation on the demographic crisis 

must be re-raised and re-analyzed as one that is also interconnected to the issue of Parsi trust 

funds. As I argued in the second chapter, the Jiyo Parsi Project aims to combat the Parsi 

community’s falling reproductive rate. Out of this project emerges a revitalization of Parsi social 

discourse framed around the demographic crisis and over social and political issues such as 

intermarriage, endogamy, and racial purity; a discourse that occurs between members of the 
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community who deem the project racist and others who deem it the ultimate savior of the Parsi 

race. In this latter group is the Parsi Panchayat, which itself governs the Jiyo Parsi Project, and 

whose Board of Trustees distributes the campaign’s funds. It is no coincidence, then, that the Jiyo 

Parsi Project advocates solely for racially pure Parses, abiding by a rule of membership that 

perfectly aligns with that of Panchayat trust fund membership in India. Through the Jiyo Parsi 

Project and the debate that emerges from it, we witness the relationship of trust funds to other 

social problems, framed by the Panchayat as that of cultural preservation rather than that of 

protecting the trust funds themselves.  

 If India’s Parsi community actually desires to limit its population through population 

control, how can we then make sense of the Jiyo Parsi Project, which advocates for population 

reproduction? One can only resolve this puzzle by recognizing that the Jiyo Parsi campaign in 

itself was created inherently to fail. Even if the project were to add to the Parsi population, 

judging by the increase in numbers and birthrate thus far, the campaign would not be sufficient to 

increase the population beyond the level of replacement and threat. Rather, the Jiyo Parsi Project 

must be understood as a project not about demographics. By introducing the campaign, the Parsi 

community, or rather the Parsi Panchayat, have an opportunity to re-enforce boundaries that 

apply to more orthodox views, particularly coinciding with the broader agenda of abiding by 

purity laws and managing trust funds. This way, the Panchayat and those in charge appear 

committed to the demographic crisis - showing altruism toward the community - while in reality, 

the concern is not with population growth, but rather with boundary policing. Reading the project 

in this way proves that the campaign is not in fact a contradiction, but in contrary, that it fits the 
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Panchayat’s overarching agenda, lending the community an appearance of increasing the 

population, without ever diluting its resources.  

 I now return to Victor Turner’s concept of social dramas, which defines crisis or “social 

dramas” as passing through four stages. As I have portrayed throughout this thesis, the crises that 

emerge in the separate localities of India and Hong Kong reveal another set of social tensions 

lying beneath the surface, tensions about Parsi social identity, purity laws, and cultural 

preservation. These are explained as the first and second phases of the “social drama” model, 

whereby a rupturing crisis, sudden and unexpected, reveals the greater social tensions and 

fracture points, via opposition and conflict, within the social structure of the community and 

society. What I have not tackled thus far are the third and fourth phases of crisis. As Turner 

describes, the “redressive” and “reintegration” phase that follows the crisis allows for the 

community’s reformatting in which a solution is proposed to combat the crisis at hand. 

Depending on the solution proposed and the response afterwards, social grouping may result in 

the community’s reintegration with each other, or otherwise, “social recognition of the 

irreparable breach between the contesting parties in the community.”  The inevitable conflict 106

thus results in a clear separation between community members, who are now mere strangers. 

 We see a similar “redressive” phase happening in India with the demographic crisis, 

whereby the Jiyo Parsi campaign serves as a resolution mechanism to combat the demographic 

problem. Crucial to this phase is the way in which feedback, or the solution proposed to the 

crisis, is a tool for manipulating the crisis and its outcome; remember that crisis can be, as Turner 
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has argued, a deliberate and calculated effect. Tuner argues that “social dramas,” in that they 

bring crisis into the community, are also in large measures, ‘political processes’ in that they 

involve competition for scarce ends. Whoever has the tool of redress, is, as well, able to 

manipulate the crisis in their favor: 

In phase three, redress, it is the star groupers who manipulate the machinery of redress, the law 

courts, the procedures of precipitated crisis, just as it may well be disgruntled or dissident star 

groupers who lead rebellions and provoke the initial breach.  107

 The star groupers, in this case, are the Parsi Panchayat, or Board of Trustees, who in the 

Jiyo Parsi Project, are able to reintroduce and reinforce solutions that work in their favor, 

allowing them to gain a certain kind of power, dignity, and prestige, in tandem with their 

orthodox strategies. As for now, because of the novelty of the crisis, - many in the community 

still caught in the heart of the storm - the reintegration (or Turner’s “fourth phase”) of the 

community has yet to take place and its outcome is questionable. What is certain, however, is the 

way the Panchayat has emerged out of the plume of crisis; in their subtle maneuvering of 

reproductive schemes and Parsi births, they have come out above all as uncontested protagonists 

of the Parsi community and venerable defenders of the Zoroastrian faith.   

!
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CONCLUSION !!!
 To speak of the Parsi community today is entrenched with the inescapable story of 

decline and crisis. Moving from the coasts of Bombay to the ports of Hong Kong, or stopping 

over in the suburbs of Vancouver and Texas, the scattered communities of the Parsi diaspora 

continue to be startled and strangled by different “crises” that happen to unfold, albeit in very 

different forms and settings. In India, the crisis is that of demographics, whereby a visitor 

strolling up the streets of Malabar Hill immediately comes across pamphlets and posters urging 

the young to “reproduce!” and “multiply!” and add to a dwindling population on the verge of 

extinction. Leaving Bombay and venturing into Pakistan, the crisis is not so much that of 

declining numbers but that of governmental neglect; the marginalized community of less than a 

thousand continues to seek recognition and minority rights at the incumbent government’s hands. 

A flight to New York, on the other hand, may reveal a very different story, one in which the 

community struggles over issues of assimilation and adaptation to the American way of life: to 

what extent should one abide by Parsi laws that foster ideals inappropriate to life in the West? 

And finally, to a Parsi in Hong Kong, the anxiety rests with the drastic global, social and 

economical changes in recent years, which the community continues to nervously navigate.  

 In this thesis, I have visited two of these sites of crisis, sites where I have come across 

letters, news articles, and publications, and entered into conversations in which contemporary 

Parses speak of their anxieties and concerns. For the Parses in India, the most urgent matter on 

their agenda concerns issues of demographic decline, falling fertility rates, and the fear of mass 
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extinction. In Hong Kong, the crisis is different: Parses there anxiously debate the changing face 

of the community as it transforms from one rooted in entrepreneurship into one more fitting to 

contemporary times. A closer look at either crisis narrative however, reveals a different set of 

conversations that departs momentarily from the immediate crisis of declining numbers and 

endangered peoples, conversations or rather “debates” about Parsi identity, racial purity and 

cultural preservation. The crisis, then, whether of demographics or a dying legacy, comes to 

serve as a prism through which to negotiate and make sense of these issues, which are at once 

spatially vast and, as I have tried to depict from the Parsi Panchayat trial, historically significant. 

In Bombay, the demographic crisis, and especially the Jiyo Parsi Project in which the crisis is 

most visibly situated, serves as an opportunity for Parses to rethink and re-conceptualize their 

communal infrastructure as a racially-driven society; racial edicts which come to be enhanced by 

the Jiyo Parsi Project. In Hong Kong, on the other hand, the same en masse reflection and 

ensuing debates, erupt from the community but propels against a tide of changing global 

conditions. From Bombay to Hong Kong, similar themes of identity and race emerge with 

familiar actors at play, whether they be the Parsi scholar, the Parsi layman, or the Parsi Trustee, 

creating in their encounters and interactions a powerful debate, rather than a crisis, on how to 

represent themselves as a minority community. 

 This is not to say that the crises - whether of demographics or a demise of legacy - are not 

important and significant in and of themselves. Rather, these crises must be treated and 

understood as stress or pressure points, slowly growing until finally rupturing, that give way to 

pre-existing fault lines, or, in this case, recurring puzzle pieces of social and culturally-sensitive 
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problems that have and continue to exist at the community’s core. Only when putting India 

against Hong Kong can we say that this is true. In the way of the diaspora, the anxiety that erupts 

from one community to another is on one hand unique in form and structure, and on the other 

hand reflected and relayed from one to another, passing from one kin to the next, one story to 

another, from Bombay to Hong Kong, until it eventually consumes the entirety of the Parsi 

global network.  

 I then bring in another layer to the puzzle. Curious as to the origins of the debate and 

social anxieties facing the Parsi communities of both Hong Kong and Bombay, I turned to trial 

documents published in the early 1900’s and found in their familiar narratives of Parsi 

community construction and Parsi identity, the new and recurring topic of trust funds. Appearing 

loud and clear in the court documents and in the interviews and articles I came upon thereafter, 

the existence of Parsi trust funds came to mark the very creation of the word “Parsi” as we know 

it today. In the matter of a year, from 1909 to 1910, the definition of the Parsi identity came to 

overlap with that of membership to Parsi trust funds. Today’s ongoing and current debate on 

what it means to be and not to be a part of the Parsi community, is a continuation of this intimate 

relationship between constructing Parsi identity and community, and managing Parsi trust funds, 

whereby certain community members have a financial rather than cultural stake in keeping the 

community small and strictly defined. As it turns out, many of these members sit on the Parsi 

Panchayat Board of Trustees. As long as trust funds exist and are in the Parsi Panchayat’s care, 

whether in India or Hong Kong, the boundaries of the Parsi community will continue to be 

dictated by orthodox lines. Understanding the origins of the debate and its inherent connection to 
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trust funds helps us to better understand the stakes involved in the talk of decay and decline in 

today’s global Parsi community.  

 The crisis of the Parsi community then is three-fold. The first thread of the crisis emerges 

in the locality, manifesting itself as a result of particular contexts and anxieties in the specific 

setting. This is where the demographic crisis lies. On the second level, the crisis is non-linear, 

taking form in the cultural sphere and resulting in a predicament that exceeds the boundaries of 

the locality, and spun into a network of social and ideological anxieties shared between different 

diasporic nodes. Here is where we find the debate on Parsi social predicaments. On the third and 

final level, is the crisis and debate surrounding Parsi trust funds; its presence in the community 

influences the discourse of crisis in both local and global settings, ultimately coming to 

maneuver the crisis narrative, albeit in subtle ways. To return to the crisis narrative as outlined by 

scholars and reporters on Indian and Hong Kong Parsi communities, “crisis” should not be 

restricted to an event that transposes itself onto a vulnerable community, but rather should be 

viewed as a complex and multilayered entity that allows the community to opportunely refashion 

and reconstruct itself - as it is doing in terms of boundary policing and trust fund management in 

both India and Hong Kong - towards a rewarding and desired end. Crisis, then, must be 

understood as a means, or function, of arranging chaos in the community of Parses, rather than as 

chaos itself.  
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